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WEAK DECAYS·) **) 

Weak decays of strange, charmed and heavier mesons are discussed in the context of QCD. 

Introduction 
, 

The short range ,.., l/mw ,.., 10- 3 fm of Wexchanges compared to the distances ,.., 1 fm 
at which QeD interactions become strong inspires the hope that QeD perturbation theory 
may be relevant even in low-energy hadronic weak processes. As usual, however, the 
development of initial or final hadron states at large ,distances, where quarks and gluons 
are nearly on their mass shells, is quite inaccessible by perturbation theory. Only in inclusive 
measurements on very high invariant mass hadron systems are these effects unimportant. 
In strange parti~le decays and to a large extent also -r lepton and charmed hadron decays 
the evolution of the hadron final state at large distances is crucial, and QeD perturbation 

. theory is unable to provide a precise quantitative description: it must be supplemented 
by estimates of hadronic effects based at best qualitatively on QeD. In inclusive weak 
decays of heavier (e.g., b) hadrons, the final state hadronic effects should be less important; 
however, when the decaying hadron contains light quarks, the structure of the initial 
state cannot be estimated reliably. In applications of QeD to processes involving large 
momentum transfers (e.g., deep inelastic y*N scattering), ignorance of initial hadron 
structure may largely be overcome by comparison of results for different values of the 
large momentum, in which small momentum details are factorized out: this procedure 
is usually inapplicable in weak decays since the initial hadron is fixed. In the face of these 
severe difficulties, I do not attempt a precise quantitative analysis of weak decays; rather, 
I shall consider the basic physical phenomena which appear to be domina.nt in weak 
decays, with the hope that their qualitative effects will remain unchanged in an eventual 
exact treatment. This paper is a review in that it covers a very broad area; many novel points 
are, however, discussed. 

I discuss the several varieties of weak hadronic decays in tum. The simplest is probably 
the decay of a real W boson: if /!11 quark masses are ignored (the chiral symmetry limit), ' 
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inclusive properties of the hadron final state are the same as would result from decay of 
a virtual photon (1'*) with invariant mass Q ~ Mw. This simplicity is preserved when 

I virtual W bosons (W*) are produced by a purely leptonic process, such as in heavy lepton 
decay 7: --. vW*. The small 7: mass renders neglect of hadronic effects in W* decay im
possible: nevertheless, the total decay rate is (fortuitously) well approximated by pertur
bation theory. Decays 7: --. v,M to single mesons M give information on W*M couplings. 
The same 'couplings appear in the weak decays M --. W* --. IVI of these mesons: for pseu
doscalar M they measure the violation of chiral symmetry in QeD. Ignorance of M struc
ture prevents direct estimation of such decays, except for cases such as T --. 7:T. Mter 
these leptonic decays, the next major class of weak decays discussed below are the semi
leptonic ones, of the form H --. XW! I., where H is a hadron (meson or baryon) and X 
denotes any hadronic system. Most such decays proceed through a decay Q --. q'W!'.1 
of the heavy quark in H (although in some meson decays, processes such as Q7j --.lvlX, 
where q is a "spectator" quark in H, may be important, as discussed below). Final state 
gluon emission and interactions with "spectator" quarks from the initial H may modify 
the rate for the ,complete decay: for charmed meson decays, there is some ph"enomenolog
ical evidence that the modifications to the total rate are small; the lepton energy spectrum 
is, however, considerably softened. For strange particle decays, the small number of ac
cessible final states make coherent hadronic effects crucial: nevertheless, rates for decays 
to specific final states may often be estimated by symmetry considerations. The most 
complicated but most revealing weak decays are the non-leptonic ones. The dominant 
fundamental mechanisms for such decays are probably (a) Q --. q qq, (b) Qq --. qq (or 
Qq --. qq) and (c) Q --. qG* (q are light quarks and G denotes a gluon). (process (a) occurs 
by diagrams analogous to '" decay; (b) occurs through s or t, or channel W* exchange, 
depending on the initial q charge; (c) occurs through a W* loop, yielding a (color) charge 
radius term). In strange particle decays, all three mechanisms may be present. Their relative 
importance is however probably determined not so much by their intrinsic rates as by 
the structure of the decaying strange hadrons. A striking phenomenological observation 
is that ILlII = 1/2 non-leptonic strange particle decays are enhanced by a factor of ~ 20 
in amplitude over ILlII = 3/2 ones, while simple free quark estimates (which necessarily 
ignore process (c) since it involves a gluon) suggest that they should be comparable. This 
phenomenon might well be explained if the process (c) dominated these decays (since 
s --. dG is pure ILl II = 1/2): however, no reliable" quantitative estimates of its importance 
are available, but there are some qualitative suggestions that it is insufficient. The isospin 
structure in processes (a) and (b) depends on the color symmetries of their initial and final 
states. In the free quark approximation, the ILl II = 1/2 and ILlII = 3/2 components are 
of equal strength, but tllere are indications that gluon exchanges tend to enhance the rates 
for color channels which give ILl II = 1/2: hadronic effects at large distances may also effect 
such an enhancement (as suggested by ' soft pion results in specific cases). In charmed 
particle decays, measurements of semileptonic branching ratios imply a much smaller 
enhancement of nonleptonic modes than in strange particle decays. The process (c) is 
Cabibbo suppressed for c decays, since it leads to S = 0 final states; the phenomenolog
ical suppression of such final states sJggests that (c) is indeed unimportant in this case. The 
observation of a larger hadronic decay width for DO than D+ suggests that process (b) may 
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dominate over (a) in the former case, and be unimportant by virtue ofCabibbo suppression 
in the latter, leaving (a) dominant. Quantitative estimates of this effect are however difficult. 
The structure of the decays of b and heavier quarks are determined by the forms of their 
weak couplings. Non-Ieptonic decays of pseudoscalar mesons containing heavy quarks 
are probably increasingly dominated by process (a). The presence of light quarks in the 
lowest-Iring such pseudoscalar mesons precludes accurate estimates of their structure. 
However, weak decays of mesons containing predominantly heavy quarks should be 
more amenable to reliable estimation: For example, weak parity-violating admixtures 

into inclusive non-Ieptonic Y decays «bli) -+ q7j) may be calculated with some certainty, 
and are perhaps not beyond experimental reach at the 0 (1 %) level. The po'ssibility of 

proton decay via qq -+ lij in grand unified gauge models has recently received much at
tention. Modifications to the fre~ quark approximation for this decay rate may occur 
just as they do for ordinary weak decays; gluon exchange effects may be more important 
because of the shorter range of the primary interaction (and thus the larger the possible 
exchanged gluon momenta); nevertheless mundane hadronic effects probably introduce 
larger uncertainties. 

The Weak Currents 

The W apparently couples to the weak charged current 

J; ~ @L. CL. 'L •. )r. U (~: ) +~ .. '" '" · .. )r. (;: ). 
where the suffix L denotes the left-handed «I-Y5)/2) projections of fermion fields, and 
U is a unitary matrix of mixing angles which connects the quark fields participating in 
weak interactions to the mass eigenstates. 

( cos() c sin(} c) 
(In the u, d, s, c sector, U is the Cabibbo rotation matrix . () () with (}c ~ 0.2; 

-S1O c cos c 

on including b, t, U may contain CP-violating phases. Approximating for now U by the 
identity matrix, the Lorentz vector (if. Yuq) part of,(1) is related. to the isovector part of 
the electromagnetic current by a weak isospin rotation (u +-+ d, s +-+ c, ... ). Differences 
between vector current W* "decays" and isovector y* "decays" arise from violations 
of weak isospin invariance by mass differences between pairs of quarks (and leptons) 
in the same weak isomultiplet (e.g., u, d; c, s). If quark masses are introduced explicitly 
into /the original Lagrangian, then the rate for y*-+ qq at high Q in the free quark approx
imation ~ 1-2 (m/Q)4, while the rate for vector current decays W* -+ q!7i2 is ~ 1-
- [em! -m2)/Q]2 (Ref. [1]), The electromagnetic current is exactly conserved (so that the 
spin-O components of y* are decoupled): this conservation (CVC) for the weak vector 
current holds only in the weak isospin symmetric limit. The weak vector current in general 
has a divergence,..., (m! -m2) [FI], so that spin-O W* may decay through the vector 
current at a rate'" [em! -m2)/Q]2. In the chiral symmetry limit where all quark masses 
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are neglected, axial vect<;>r current W decays should become identical to vector current 
ones: for finite m/Q, the axial current W* decay rate ~ 1 + m! m2/Q2. The divergence 
of the axial current,..., (m! +m2) (so that spin-O W* decay through the axial current at 
a rate ~ [em! +m2/Q]2), which is non-zero whenever finite quark masses are present 
to break chiral symmetry. The large masses of s, c, ... quarks presumably arise primarily 
from weak interaction effects (via the Higgs mechanism, etc.), and must be inserted as 
explicit bare mass terms in the QCD Lagrangian. However, the confinement of quarks 
into color singlets with radii ~ 1/..1 presumably contributes additional dynamical effective 
quark masses ,..., A (wbich decrease '" ..13 /Q 2 at short distances) independent of flavor. 
These contributions are important for the divergence of the u, d axial current, but tend 
to cancel in the divergence of the u, d vector current: the validity of CVC results is thus 
presumably a consequence of the fact that most hadronic interactions involve Q'" A, 
and imu-mdi/A ~ 1. 

Weak interactions occur between the currents (1) by W* exchanges. In the low-energy 
limit, and ignoring QED and QCD corrections (free quark approximation), the interactions 

are represented by an effective four-fermion vertex H:/J ~ G:.. {J:, (J:1')+ }(GF /)l2 = y2 
= g2 /(4M~)). As discussed below, QCD corrections to these interactions are sensitive 
to their short distance structure, so that their softening at Q ~ M w must be accounted 
for. QED corrections are in some cases also sensitive to thy possibility of WWy couplings, 
which must be treated in the complete Weinberg-Salam model. In these notes, I shall 
not consider higher-order weak processes, as presumably induce Kf -+ yy, Kf -+ p,/i-, mKL -
-mKs ::j:. 0 etc. I shall also not discuss CP-violating effects. 

The mixing matrix U appears to be arranged so that r(c -+ sW*) ~ r(c -+ dW*), 
reb -+ C W*) ~ reb -+ U W*) and presumably ret -+ b W*) ~ ret -+ S W*) ~ ret -+ dW*). 
I shall assume this ordering below. 

W* Decays 

The decay of an "isolated" W* with large invariant mass Q is similar to that of a virtual 
photon (1'*) with the same mass; the latter case is discussed in Ref. [2]. The W* decay 
is initiated by the production of a q 1 q 2 pair. The possibility of final state interactions 
allows these quarks to be produced with a spectrum of invariant masses exfending up to 
the kinematic limit ~ Q. Very large quark invariant masses are dissipated by radiation 
of a cascade of gluons at short 'distances, as described by perturbation theory. However, 
for parton invariant masses below a critical p,c = 0(..1) = 0(1 GeV), this perturbative 
description becomes inadequate, and one must resort to a largely phenomenological 
model for the final formation of hadrons. 

At present, the only available source of "isolated" W* is heavy leptons decay T -+ 'liT W*, 
in which the W* has an invariant mass spectrum I/r dr/dQ ~ 2[1+2(Q/mT)2] [1-
- (Q/mT)2]2 (with Q ~ mT , and assuming the observed V-A T'lIT W coupling): the decays 
of W* thus produced are therefore dominated by the region of low parton invariant masses, 
inaccessible to perturbation theory. In the free quark approximation (presumably valid 
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. as Q2 --+ (0) the diagram of Fig. 1 for T decay implies a leptonic branching ratio ~ 2/5 
(recall the three possible colors of. a quark pair). Perturbative gluon exchanges between 

. the final quarks modify this to ~ 2/[5(1 + IXs(m;)/n)] [F2]. Ignoring quark masses, the 
complete leptonic branching ratio may be estimated using the relation of weak and electro
magnetic currents mentioned above by integration of the observed isovector 1'* decay 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram for semileptonic decay of a T 

heavy lepton. 

rate (this isospin component is identified by even numbers of final n) over the W* invariant 
mass spectrum 'produced in T decay, suggesting an '" 18% suppression relative to the 
free quark result [3]. (For A ~ 0.5 GeV, this estimate fortuitously agrees with the per
turbative result. Experimental measurements are as yet 'of insufficient precision to test the 
es'timate (e.g., Ref. [4]). ' 

In addition to their total rate, other inclusive features of T decays may be considered. 
The angular distribution of final state hadronic energy could be calculated at high Q2 
by QCD perturbation theory, but in T decays is dominated by hadronic effects, leaving 
no trace of two quark jets. For' any serious application of QCD perturbation theory to 
be possible, it is essential that the final formation of hadrons is sensitive only to the local 
structure of the parton state, and not on its global properties or details of its production 
(for further discussion on this point, . see Ref. [2]). The approximate agreement between 
multiplicities measured in T decays and in related 1'* decays supports this belief. 

Purely Leptonic Decays 

I now consider direct couplings of mesons M to virtual W*, as illustrated in Fig. 2. 
These couplings enter in the leptonic decays M --+ W* --+ lv, and in exclusive heavy lepton 
decays T --+ V.W!M' Couplings of W* to vector mesons are related by (weak) isospin 

rotations to the corresponding 1'* couplings, which may be measured in M --+ 1'* --+ IT. 
The coupling of Fig. 2 is proportional to the amplitude for the (valence) q7j in M to an-

~QW.l Fig. 2. Schematic diagram for purely leptonic decay of 
a meson M. q VI 

nihilate "at a point" into W*, and hence to the q7j "wavefunction at the origin" 1p(0). 
The complete coupling should presumably involve the product of this amplitude with 
the amplitude for the other constituents (or bag) of the M state to disappear (into the 
"vacuum"). A possible rationale for neglect of this latter term might be that without 

9· 
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the "valence" qq, the contents of the mesol\ are indistinguishable from fluctuations which 
would occur in the ''vacuum" regardless of the presence of the meson [5]. For mesons in 
which the q, q masses are sufficiently large compared to A, the q, q should be non-rela
tivistic and nearly on-mass shell (so that admixtures of e.g., qqG states into the M wave
function are negligible): in this case a non-relativistic tp(O) may be defined and estimated 
using the Schrodinger equation from a potential (or bag) model. This treatment is probably 

suitable for heavy QQ resonances (e.g., "1', Y; denoted generically C throughout). (At high 
C masses, interference between C -+ Z* -+ ri and the dominant leptonic decay mechanism 
C -+ y* -+ TT may be revealed by T longitudinal polarizations measured through decay 
product angular asymmetries [6]. Mesons such as (be) will probably not have significant 
leptonic branching ratios, since their lowest-lying states will presumably be pseudoscalar). 
For mesons containing any light quarks, this approach probably fails. When constituent 
particles may be off their mass shells (as in any relativistic formulation), the meaning . 
of "1'(0) becomes unclear: the relevant integral of the full Bethe-Salpeter wavefunctions 
depends on the invariant masses of the annihilating particles. In addition, the large size 
of a meson containing light quarks precludes any reliable estimate of a gluon exchange 
potential. 

In most cases involving light quarks, Fig. 2 may be treated only by phenomenological 
means. The coupling W*e may be deduced from y*e by an isospin rotation; the result 
agrees with the measured T -+ {!V" decay rate. There is now also reasonable experimental 
evidence for a .resonanf decay T -+ Alv .. [7]; its rate is consistent with a W*AI coupling 

'" 1/V2 the W*e coupling, as expected in the chiral symmetry limit. On the other hand, 
in the non-relativistic limit, /"1'(0)/2 vanishes for the AI, since it is a p-wave qq state. The 
experimental absence of such a suppression suggests that this is not a relevant limit: in 
a relativistic AI state, the "lower components" of the q, q Dirac spinors (which essentially 
correspond to an s-wave state [F3], become important, leaving no trace of the nominal 
p-wave assignment in the chiral symmetric limit mq -+ O. Note that W* couplings to JPC = 
= 1 + - mesons, such as B(l235), would be "second class" (proportional to qr (fpr Y5), 
and may occur only at the level of isospin violations [8] so that the rate for e.g., T-+ 

-+ B(1235)v, should be very small (perhaps c:! 10- 3 times the T -+ AI'll" rate). 

Pseudoscalar mesons may couple to spin-O W* through the divergence of the axial 
vector current. The rate for their resulting leptonic decays is given by reM -+ W* -+ Iv) c:! 

c:! Gif~ml.c(m,fmM)2/(8n) (m, ~ mM), where 1M parametrizes the MW* coupling. The 
factor (m,fmM)2 in this rate represents a "helicity suppression" which arises because the 
. W* couples to the left-handed I, but the spin of the original M constrains the total angular 
momentum of the final state to be zero, thus requiring that the helicity of the I be opposite 
to its spin, and introducing a factor m,fE, into the decay amplitude. This factor renders 
leptonic decays miniscule for mM ~ mi. Helicity suppression also affects the initial qq .... 
-+ W* annihilation: the W* must couple to left-handed q, q, but the total M state has 
spin-O. This introduces a helicity suppression factor'" (mq+mq}/(Eq+Eq) '" (mq+mq}/mM 
just as in the divergence of the (free quark [F4]) axial vector current opqypysq c:! (mq+ 
+mq)iiysq : when mq.q -+ 0, the axial current is conserved and the M leptonic decay 
rate vanishes. The complete W* M coupling is the product of the helicity suppression 
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factor and Itp(O)12 (which gives roughly the inverse volume of the qq state). Typically, 
the value of Itp(O)12 depends on the reduced mass of the q, q [F51, suggesting that all mesons 
containing light quarks should have similar Itp(0)12 (irrespective of the heavy quark: mass). 
(The similarity of the wavefunctions for n, K is supported by the similarity of their electro
magnetic charge radii). In any non-relativistic treatment, the annihilation helicity sup
pression factor differs from one only by terms O(EBE/mM) where EBE is the M binding 
energy, which cannot consistently be kept. If the mass of M is dominated by the rest mass 
of one of its constituent quarks (as for D mesons), then no significant helicity suppression 

. should occur. Ignoring helicity suppression for n, K and taking ItpK(O)12 ~ Itp,,(O) I 2 suggests 

Ix ~ I" Y m,,/mx (Ref. [IO}), where I~ ~ 2 1 tpM (OW /mM' Experimentally, Ix ~ /,.( ~ m,.). 
Introducing a (mq+nti)/mM suppression factor into 1M gives Ix ~ f,.[(m.+m .. )/(mu+ 
+m,,)1 [m,,/mx]3'2 if ItpK-(O)12 = 111',,(0)12 • Taking Itp(1(0)1 2 from the (! charge radius' gives 
roughly the correct Y(1 for the helicity unsuppressed coupling (! -+ y*. Using the :It~ K 
charge radii to estimate Itp,.,x(0)12 ", [m(!,.1[*]3 yields too large a value for /,.,.1[: this sug
gests either that the helicity suppression is numerically important, or that the approximate 
relation between size and "wavefunction at origin" fails for the ultrarelativistic :It, K states. 
Admission of the ultrarelativistic nature of the K, :It could well allow Itpx(0)1 2 :F Itp,,(O)l2: 
1M is determined by the difference between the Bethe-Salpeter wavefunctions corresponding 
to the upper components of q, q Dirac spinors and their lower components [F61 (Ref. [11] 
which might, for example, be proportional to the larger quark mass. For heavy pseudo
scalar mesons, the rates for purely leptonic decays to e, "" are probably rendered negligible 
by the (mdmM)2 helicity suppression factor. However, decays to l' leptons may well be 
significant. For charmed mesons, only the decay F -+ TV. escapes Cabibbo suppression, 
while for b-mesons, mixing angles probably suppress all but Be == (be) -+ TV ... Since these 
two states contain no (valence) u, d quarks, non-relativistic estimates of their wavefunctions 
are plausibly adequate: taking a logarithmic interquark potential yields IF ~ 170 MeV, 
IBc ~ 520 MeV, while a linear potential gives IF ~ 230 MeV, IBc ~ 650 MeV lF7]. To 
deduce the corresponding leptonic branching ratios, one must estimate the total non
leptonic decay rates as discussed below. TV. decays may provide useful signatures for 
heavy meson production [12]. The estimation of ID involves similar relativistic complica
tions as for f,. • .I[' One possible (but dubious) approach proceeds as follows: the behavior 
of the spin-O axial vector spectral function (spin-O W* decay rate through the axial vector 
current) may be estimated from QeD perturbation at high Q2. This estimate may provide 
a finite energy sum rule for the integral of the actual spectral function, which certainly 
does not follow the perturbative form at low Q2. Then the actual spectral function is 
approximated by a single IM«5(Q2-ml,), and the resulting integral compared with the 
perturbative estimate in the finite energy sum rules. A direct application of this procedure 
yieldslD ~ 1/(4y2n) mA/me ~ 150 MeV ~/F [13]. It is very difficult to make a serious 
estimate of the errors in this result, but they are probably at least O(A) '" 0.5 GeV:. This 
and the non-relativistic estimates given above suggest that in very heavy pseudoscalar 

• 
mesonslM will not rise sufficiently to counteract the larger helicity suppressions in Ieptonic 
decays, so that their branching will become negligible. One possible circumstance in which 
this phenomenon is evaded would occur if the lowest-lying meson carrying a new flavor 
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had J = 1 rather than J = 0 (this appears likely only if the new quark had J = 3/2): 
in that case IVI decays would be significant. Note, however, that MW* couplings could 
be measured in L -+ MVL without helicity suppressions if a suitably placed heavy lepton 
L exists. (Similar information could perhaps also be extracted from diffractive M neutrino 
production vN -+ f.lMX). It is also possible that at high Q2, the process e+ e":" -+ Z O -+ M 
(where M is a pseudo scalar heavy meson) may occnr through the divergence of the axial 
vector Z O current: its presence would be revealed by isotropic angular distributions of 
M decay products with respect to the original e± direction. 

One effect which may in part overcome helicity suppression o[leptonic pseudoscalar 
meson decays ~s emission of hard photons from the incoming M. In the discussion of 
hadronic decays below, we will encounter similar considerations for gluon emission. The 
vector nature of the photon coupling prevents soft photon radiation from changing the 
spin ofa state: however, hard photon emissions from an initial Mmay carry away angular 
momentum, leaving effectively a spin-l "meson" state, whose leptonic decays suffer no 

. helicity suppression [F8]. If no photon emission occurs, then the leptonic decay rate for 
a pseudoscalar meson is given by ro == reM -+ [VI) ~ GifJmlr(mdmM)2/(8n) (m, ~ mM), 

_ where quark mixing angles are absorbed into GF • Soft photon emissions yield rem -+ 

-+ [vI)+r(M -+ [VIY) ~ (1-3rx/nlog(mM/m,nro (this correction exponentiates when 
summed to all orders in rxlog(mM/m,.». Hard photon ("structure dependent") radiation 
potentially provides a much larger correction, siQ.ce it can overcome the Oem! /mM) helicity 
suppresion. In practice, rSD(n -+ evy)fF(n -+ ev) '" 10- 3 [Ref. 15], while rsD(K-+ 
-+ evy)/r(K -+ ev) ~ 1.05±O.25 (Ref. [16]). for n -+ evy, the vector current contribution 
may be estimated using CVC from n° -+ yy (although if (m.-md)/(mu+md) is large 
there may be significant deviations from CVC [17]). In other cases, the rates are estimated 
by phenomenological Lagrangians involving intermediate e, AI, K*, ... fields. One may 
also attempt a static quark approximation [14]. The amplitude for a photon to reverse 
the spin of a quark in M is proportional to its effective magnetic moment f.l~ '" e/mq 

(mq ~ A), '" e/A(mq ;$ A) [F9]. Only photons emitted incoherently from the q, q in M 
may change the total M spin. A naive calculation in the free static quark approxima
tion then suggests rsD(M -+ [VIY) ~ Gif~m~(p,q-f.lq)2/(7680n3) '" G;,f~m'krxl(1920n2 
(me,f1nf/')2): taking m:ff", A '" 0.5 GeV, this overestimatesr(n -+ evy) and r(K -+ evy) 

by about a factor ten. (If instead m:ff '" mJ; mg, a gross overestimate results). The 
decay D -+ evy is Cabibbo suppressed; F -+ evy is not, but probably has a branching ra
tio '" lO- s. For heavy (Qq) mesons probably 1V!(0)12 '" [m!ffJ3: thus rsD(M -+ IVlY) '" 

q 

, '" G;,mMlO-4rx) (m!f!/mM), which becomes relatively smaller as ma -+ co. 
q 

Semileptonic Decays 

Having discussed purely leptonic decays, I now tum to semileptonic decays of the 
form M -+ XW! I,,' where X denotes any hadronic system, and M is a pseudoscalar meson 

/ 
containing a heavy (unstable) quark Q and a lighter antiquark q (e.g., M = K, D, F, .. . ). 
Such decays are of particular significance because the leptons they produce are in many 
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reactions the only signals for heavy flavor production. The basic diagrams for semileptonic 
M decays are shown schematically in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3(a), the heavy quark Q undergoes 
an independent semileptonic decay, while in Fig. 3{b), it disappears through annihilation 
with a "spectator" anti quark in the initia~ M into a lv, pair: in most cases, the mechanism 
(a) probably dominates. The rough size of the incoming M state is ,.., 1/11 if m~ ~ 0 (or 
,.., Ilmq otherwise): hence its constituents are typically off-shell by an amount,.., 11, giving 

(b) 

~ 
~ vI'-

Fig. 3. Schematic diagrams for semileptonic decay of a (Qij) meson M. 

the Q, a Fermi momentum,.., 11. So long as mQ ~ 11 (as for c, b), it should probably 
be adequate to estimate the process of Fig. 3(a) by approximating the initial Q as free. 
For sufficiently large mQ' inclusive M decays in which all possible final hadron systems X 
are summed over, may be esti~ated to O(<x~) by treating the final q' as free. In thfs approxi
mation (and for simplicity taking at first mq, = 0), the I energy spectrum is analogous 
to the e- spectrum in p, decay, and is given by l/Fodroldx = 2X2(3-2x} (for negatively
charged Q) or 12x2(I-x) (for positively-charged Q), where x = 2EdmQ ~ (l-mNm~) 
[FlO]. Thus (EdmQ) = (xI2) ~ 0.3 or 0.35 (note that (EdEQ) is conveniently a Lorentz 

• invariant for massless I and unpolari~ed Q): for finite mq , (EdmQ) is softened by a factor 
~ (l-mi,lmM. In QeD perturbation theory, the q' produced by the W* emission need 
not be on-shell, but may have a spectrum of invariant masses extending up to the kinematic 
boundary,.., mQ, thus softening the I spectrum produced in the decay. Assuming mq , = 
= 0, the production of a lepton with energy fraction x requires that the total transverse 
momentum emitted in gluons by the outgoing q' be ki- ~ m~(1-x). Tp.is restriction 
forces any gluons emitted to be both soft and nearly collinear with the q', yielding double 
logarithmic terms. Keeping only leading terms at x...:.. 1, the O(<x.) correction becomes 
[19,20] 

(2) 

(which implies a correction ~ (1- <x.ln) to (EdmQ» [Fl1]. Emissions of multipl~ soft 
and collinear gluons are independent, and their effects thus exponentiate when summed 
to all orders in <x. (in the leading double log approximation), yielding 

dr dro [ 2cx. 2 ] 
dx ~ (lXexp - 3n log (I-x) (3) 

(Since this approximation is formally valid only for x -+- 1, modifications e.g., to droldx 
by polynomials in x cannot be distinguished). Note that whereas the O(<x.) form (2) exhibited 
an unphysical divergence at x = 1, the exponentiated form (3) goes to zero as x-+-l 
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(after a peak at x ~ 1-A 2/m~, corresponding to a produced q' invariant mass ~ A). 
This radiation damping results from the impossibility of producing q' with no gluon 
emission. Eq. (3) assumes mil' = 0: for mil' ~ A, divergences from collinear gluon radiation 
are regulated, and the correction factor becomes 

[ 4a ] 2 2, ~ exp 3; 10g(mMmi,)log(1- x) = (l_x)(4cc./311)Ogl(mQ /m« »). 

(An analogous result obtains in p. decay with m, #: 0 (e.g., Ref. [22]). The double log expo
nentiation (3) is known only to leading order: exponentiation of the single log terms 
appearing when mq' #: 0 is proven to all orders. For large mQ, one may also estimate 
the total semileptonic decay rate from Fig. 3(a) using perturbation theory. To O(lXs), the 
correction due to gluon emissions is analogous to that in p. decay and given by r = 

ro( 1- (3r2 - ~)( ~~ )) ~ ro (1-1.81(4IXs/33r»: integration of the approximate differen

tial decay spectrum (2) yields r~ro (l-1.84(41X,/33r)) [FI2]. The excellence of this appro
ximation suggests an estimate of the correction summed to all orders in lXa by integration 

of (3), yielding [20] r ~ Y3r/4Aerfc(I/2J!A) exp( -1/4A) ro, with A = 21X./33r and 
00 

erfc(z) = 2/ yi f exp{l-x2)dx [F13]. Note that no infrared divergences appear at any 
z 

order in lXa: they are cancelled by summation of all possible gluon configurations (real 
and virtual corrections) in the final state. (If the incoming Q were massless, then it could 
be degenerate with states containing in addition collinear gluons; uncancelled infrared 
divergences would remain unless the contributions of such states were included. The can
cellation of infrared divergences associated with scattering or decay of a single incoming 
massive quark on summation only over possible final states has been proved to all orders 
in lXa [23]. The absence of infrared divergent terms sensitive to the structure of the initial 
state supports the approximation of an isolated initial Q. It is also noteworthy that the 
riFo found here contains no uncancelled ultraviolet divergences or O(IX.log(mw/mQ» 
terms: the W exchange is thus safely approximated by a four-fermion interaction. The 
reason for this is that gluon corrections to Q -+~q'lv act only at the Q -+ q'W* vertex: 
they are ultraviolet finite by virtue of the QeD Ward identity (since W* is color singlet) 
[F14], and cannot depend on mw (but only on the W* invariant mass,.., ma)' The ultra
violet behavior of electromagnetic corrections to A -+ Blv (e.g., p. -+ vpeVe) is somewhat 
more complicated [24]: because 1 is charged, virtual photons may be exchanged betwet::n A 
and/or B and I, so that a i'* W* box diagram occurs. Such a diagram is ultraviolet divergent 
when mw -+ 00 (local four-fermion interaction). However, in the particular case of p. 
decay with a V-A coupling, the divergences and log (mp/mw) terms cancel. This may 
be proved by showing that no divergences appear as mw -+ 00. In this limit the local 
(p.Vp) (eve) interaction may freely be Fierz transformed and for V-A W* couplings, may 
be written as (p.e) (Vpve), with the same V-A couplings. This interaction may be pictured 
as occurring by exchange of an (infinite mass) fictitious neutral vector w o* between p.e 
and vpv •. Then photon corrections occur only at the p.eWo* vertex, and are ultraviolet 
finite because the V,A W°,fi current is (approximately [F14]) conserved (and clearly cannot 
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depend on the fictitious mwo). If, however, the original coupling is not of the V-A form. 
then Fierz rearrangement will introduce non-vector currents, which are not conserved. 
and usually lead to ultraviolet divergences (hence electromagnetic corrections to neutron 
decay with phenomenological n, p fields and a ,.., V -1.25 A coupling are not ultraviolet 
finite). Further, only if in A -+ Blv the electric charges e" = e, is Fierz rearrangement 
to neutral currents possible. Eiectromagnetic corrections to Q -+ q'lv with e.g., ea=2/3. 
e". = - 1/3, e, = 1 are not ultraviolet finite as mw -+ 00: to obtain renormalizable cor
rections, one must use the complete Weinberg-Salam model in this case, and include. 
for example, photon emissions from the intermediate W*. Mter renormalization, electro
n:agnetic corrections to Q -+ q'lv may well contain,... aJog(ma/mw) terms. 

The c:onsideratipns of the previous paragraph were based on perturbation theory. 
Hadronic effects presumably become important when gluon emissions have degraded 
the final q' invariant mass to within ,.., A of its mass shell. The behavior of dr/dx for 
x ~ 1-A/ma is particularly sensitive to this region, so that perturbative estimates become 
unreliable (and, for example, the peak at x ~ 1-A 21m3 from (3) with an effective coupling 
a.(m3) ~ 1.5/log(m3/A2) may be swamped by hadronic effects). Nevertheless, experi
mental electron spectra from D decays may be adequately fit by the perturbative estimate, 
but including a Fermi smearing "'" 0.3 GeV for the initial c (and taking me ~ 1.5 GeV. 
m. = 0.5 GeV [FI5]): setting a. = 0 leads to a slightly worse fit. For example, the exper
imental [25] (Ec/mD> ~ 0.19±0.05 while with a. = 0 one obtains (EelmD> ~ 0.35 and 
with Ix. =F 0 (A = 0.5 GeV) (Ee/mD> ~ 0.29 to O(a.) and (EelmD> ~ 0.32 by estimating 
higher orders as in (3). For b-quark decays, hadronic effects should be comparatively 
unimportant: assumed a dominant beW coupling, one "may therefore make a firm pre
diction of (Ee/mB> ~ 0.28 for this case (if a. = 0, it would become ~ 0.30). 

The discussion of semileptonic decays above has assumed the mechanism of Fig. 3(a). 
The process of Fig. 3(b) would yield different results. In direct analogy to the discussion 
of purely leptonic pseudoscalar meson decays above, the rate for Fig. 3(b) (with m, ~ ma) 
vanishes by helicity suppression when the energy of the final hadrons goes to zero. To 
determine the recoil hadron energy spectrum, one must estimate what fraction of the 
initial M energy is effectively carried by the Q and q (when the M is "probed" by a W* 
of invariant mass ,... ma). A rough guess would be that the gluons in M effectively carry 
an energy ,... A [Fl~]. In that case, Fig. 3 (b) would suffer a helicity suppression,... (A/mM)2. 
In addit~on to such "primordial" gluons, the presence of the W* interaction may induce 
gluon radiation whose rate may perhaps be estimated by perturbation theory. Starting 

"from a color singlet pure (QIj) system two gluons must be emitted to conserve color (so 
that (QIj) -+ W*GG occurs), although one of thesegluons may be arbitrarily soft. In 
practice, the initial state must always "Contain some gluons albeit arbitrarily soft, which 
allow the annihilating Qq to be in a color 8 state, and thus require no second gluon emission. 
(Formally, the (QIj) -+ W*GG process exhibits an uncancelled infrared divergence [F16]; 
this is presumably cancelled when the appropriate composite initial state is included). 
I shall assume that the process may be estimated by considering only single hard gluon 
emission, and that the amplitude for the soft gluon processes which account for color 
conservation is one. Then the single gluon energy spectrum [26] ,.., 6x(l-x), and the total 
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rate is given in analogy with M -+ Ivy by reM -+ IvGX) '" Gja..f;'mJ.r/(72On2 m~), where 
q 

the effective 7j color magnetic moment is taken as '" g /m:!! [FI7] ('" g /A for u, d). This 
rate is to be compared with the (free quark approximation) result reM -+ IVIX)'" 
'" GimM(I92n3) for Fig. 3 (a), after accounting for the different mixing angles (hence 
effective 'Gp ) sampled in the two cases. For D decays, Fig. 3(b) is Cabibbo suppressed, 
while Fig. 3(a) is not. In F decays, on the other hand, neither,Fig. 3(b) nor Fig. 3(a) suffers 
Cabibbo suppression. Taking the estimates I VIp (0)12 '" m: given above suggests r(F-+ 
-+ IvIGX)", Gia.,mJ.t(ms/mM)/(720n2), which is not competitive with Fig. 3(a). An evident 
consequence of the mechanism of Fig; 3(a) is that semileptonic D+ ,,Do and F decays 
should be similar. (Experimental results support the similarity of lepton spectra [25) 
and probably total rates in semileptonic D+ and DO decays). If Fig. 3(b) were important 
in F decay, then its semileptonic decay width would be larger than those of D+ and DO 
(although if F -+ IvGX were important, the I energy spectrum would fortuitously probably 
be quite similar, with (EdmF> ~ 0.38). For mesons containing b quarks, only (be) states 
may undergo semileptonic decays through Fig. 3(b) without additional mixing angle 
suppression: but there the ratio of Fig. 3(b) to Fig. 3(a) is probably still smaller than for 
D, Fdecays. . 

One may be tempted to apply the basically perturbative analysis of semileptonic decays 
given above to K decays. The K mass is, however, far too small for such a procedure to 

, be profitable: one should instead consider explicit exclusive hadronic modes, such as 
K -+ nlvi. In describing exclusive semileptonic decays, one must sum coherently [FI8} 
over possible quark subprocesses: by construction, all subprocesses yield the same final 

I 

state. Decays of the form M' -+ Mlv (which for zero W* invariant mass occur only through 
the vector weak current) may often be related to each other and to electromagnetic processes 
using approximate SU(3).invariance. For example, isospin invariance constrains r(K+ -+ 

-+ nOe+v) = 2r(K£ -+ n+ e-v) (up to 0(1%) phase space and electromagnetic radiative 
corrections). However, for decays such as K -+ nnev the number .of possible contributing 
amplitudes precludes such relations. The mechanism of Fig. 3(a) suggests that r(K+ -+ 

-+ nnev) = r(KO -+ nnev): on the other hand, the process of Fig. 3(b) can occur (with 
"valence" quarks) only for K+ (yielding an 1= 0 nn state), suggesting that the rates for 
the K+ and KO decay may differ. Fig. 3(b) probably suffers little helicity suppression with 
respect to Fig. 3(a) in this case. (Experimentally, K+ -+ nnev has a measured branching 
~atio ~ 6 x 10- 5, while the K2 -+ nnev branching ratio is ;5 2 X 10- 3 ; it would be expected 
at a level ~ 3 x 10-4). 

In Fig. 3(a), Q is not necessarily the heaviest quark in M. For example: a (be) meson 
may decay either through b -+ cW* (to ceW*) 01' through e -+ sW* (to bsW*), where 
in the latter case, a decay b -+ C W* follows. Unless mixing angles strongly inhibit decays 
of the heavier quark, these will, however, probably dominate (for the ' (be) case, reb -+ . 

-+ cw*)/r(c -+ sW*) '" (mb/mc)2sin20bc ~ 1). . 
The discussion of semileptonic decays above has implicitly assumed that the decaying 

meson mass mM ~ mw. When mM approaches mw, the semileptonic M decay rate (from 
Fig. 3(a» will increase, as the intermediate W* becomes closer to its mass shell: in the 
limit mQ -+ mw, r is enhanced by a factor six through this effect. When mM ~ mw, decays 
to real W should dominate (since they involve fewer powers of the semiweak coupling 
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constant): the resulting three hadron jets should provide a spectacular signature for pro
duction of such heavy M, e.g., in pp collisions [28]. A simple calculation of the rate for 
the decay Q ~ q'W indicates that it grows", rxmMrniv, due to the production of longi
tudinally-polarized< W, so that for rna ~ 150 GeV, a produced Q would undergo weak 
decay before being confined into a pseudo scalar meson: it could therefore, for example, 
transmit polarization information from its production to its decay products. However, 
the presence of fermions with rn ~ 150 GeV is not consistent [29] with the standard weak 
interaction model used to calculate the Q decay rate. The semileptonic decays considered 

above were all of pseudoscalar mesons. However, for rna ~ 30 GeV, vector C (i.e., (QQ» 
states should decay through QQ ~ q'QW!I, with an 0(10-4-10-~) branching ratio [30]. 

As mentioned above, C with masses close to n'iz should exhibit large C""; Z* ~ a -branching 
ratios. 

Non-Leptonic Decays 

Fig. 4 shows schematically various processes which contribute to weak nonleptonic 
decays of'mesons M [F20]. The relative importance <?f these mechanisms varies widely 
between different decays, in principle allowing their effects to be disentangled. In addition, 
for sufficiently large rnM, it should be possible to distinguish directly between the processes 
of Fig. 4 by the structure of the final states that they yield [31] (for example, Fig. 4(a) 
would lead to predominantly three-jet final states. while Fig. 4(c) would usually give 

(a) 

~Q 
(b1) 

~ 
=~ 

(b2) 

~ 

Fig. 4. Schematic diagrams for nonleptonic decay of a (Q(j) meson M. 

rise to two-jets). It will tum out that all the mechanisms in Fig. 4 should contribute to 
K decays. Non-Ieptonic D'" decays are probably dominated by Fig. 4(b}; in F+ decays, 
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) are probably competitive, and in D+ decays Fig. 4(a) probably do
minates. For heavier mesons, Figs. 4(b, c) should progressively become less important. 

In the free quark approximation, Fig. 4(a) implies an M decay width r~ = r(Q ~ 
~ q'q(j) ~ Girn~(3Nq)/(192n3), where (3Nq) gives the effective number of qq generations 
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to which the intermediate W* may decay and O(m:,/m~) corrections from non-zero final 
quark masses have been ignored. Any mixing angle factors appearing at the Q ... q'W* 
vertex have been absorbed into an effective GF • Note that existing examples (c, b) suggest 
that these mixing angles arrange all but ;S 20% of all Q decays to be to th,e q' 'closest 
in mass to Q (although it appears that mq./mQ ;S 1/3). Combining r: with the semileptonic 
decay rate implied by the analogous diagram Fig. 3(a) (which should always dominate 
over Fig. 3(b), except perhaps for some K decays, as discussed above) yi~lds in the free 
quark approximation a semileptonic branching ratio r(M ... lX)/r(M ... X) given just 
by the W* semileptonic branching ratio F(W* -+1X)/(M ... X) ~ N,f(3NIl +N,). Thus 
Fig. 4(a) implies that the semileptonic branching ratios for all mesons containing a given 
heavy quark Q should be equal. The large experimental violation of this equality in s 
and c decays demonstrates that these receive important contributions from processes 
other than Fig. 4(a) (see below); for heavier quarks, however, Fig. 4(a) should dominate. 
If mixing angles always arrange q' to be closest in mass to Q, then decay -of a very heavy Q 
through Fig. 4(a) would involve many W* emissions: the probability that a lepton would 
be produced in one of these W* decays is quite high (,.., 1- [3Nq/(3Nq +N,)]N for an Nth 
generation Q). GIuon emissions in QCD modify the total width for Fig. 4(a) obtained 
in the free quark approximation. Just as for Fig. 3(a), the corrections are infrared finite 
by virtue of the non-zero initial Q mass. To O(lXs) color averaging decouples the contri
butions from gluons emitted by the W* decay products and by the q' (interference diagrams 
are proportional to the color matrix T;~ == 0, since W* carries no color). Hence, to O(IX.), 
F(M ... 1X)/F(M ... X) remains proportional to the W* semiIeptonic branching ratio 
~ N,f(3Nq(1 + IXs/n) + N,). This corresponds to an O(cx.) correction FIFo ~ 1- (lXs/3n) x 
x (2n2 -31/2) ~ 1-0.4SlXs (Ref. [31], p. 447; Ref. [32]), to the Q non-leptonic decay rate. 
Note that to this order, the correction is finite as mw ... ex): in higher orders, 10g(mw/mQ) 
terms may appear (although all ultraviolet divergences must be renormalizable within
QCD alone, since W* is colorless). The decoupling ·of contributions from gluon emissions 
from q' and ql, q2 does not persist beyond O(lXs): the O(IX;) correction must be obtained 
by an explicit (rather complicated) calculation [F21]. The result will determine the relevant 
scale for the effective coupling IXs appearing in FIFo to O(IX.): this scale is presumably 
O(mQ) rather than O(mw), but may involve large numerical constants. In going beyond 
O(cx~) one must presumably account for gluon exchanges between the Q (or its decay 
products) and the "spectator" q in the original M. To O(IX.), color averaging again cancels 
diagrams involving a gluon exchanged between the W* decay products and the q: hence 
to O(cx.), spectator effects do not affect the semileptonic branching ratio. The role of the 
"spectator" q is similar to that of atomic electrons in nuclear beta decay: so long as the 
momenta of the Q decay products are much greater than the inverse size (,.., 11) of the 
initial M state, the spectator's effects will probably be negligible [F22]. If one of the Q 

decay products is correlated (in flavor, color and momentum) with the spectator, then 
interference (e.g., Pauli exclusion) effects may occur [F23]. Since the average momentum 
of the Q decay products ,.., mQ/3, they should lie in a different region of phase space from 
the spectator, with negligible interference, unless mQ ;S 2 GeV. When e ... sud occurs 

in a D+ == cd meson, the two final anti quarks have the same flavor; in a DO == eli meson, 
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they do not. The nature of the interference between the two d-in D+ decay depends on 
their colors: if the SU (3)fllll1or properties of the decay are unrestricted, then the Pauli exclusion 

between dwith identical colors enhances .the total D+ decay rate (cf., Ref. [33]). The same 
result obtains if one treats the final state as two color singlet qq systems, and allows in
terference between production of the color singlet systems, even if the colors of their 

constituent q, q differ (i.e., AX and BB-systems are treated as indistinguishable, although 
their internal quarks have different colors). If now, the SU(3)fllll1or properties of the final 
state are restricted, other patterns of interference are obtained: for example, if the c -+ 

-+ sud effective Hamiltonian transforms as 6 under SU(3)fllll1or (so that it is anti symmetric 
under the interchange s +-+u), then destructive interference occurs [34] if the quark momenta 
are similar. Similarly, in K+ decays, the ILI!I = 1/2 components may be suppressed by 
such interference effects. Up to O(cx,) corrections the three final quarks in Fig. 4(a) should 
give rise at sufficiently high mw to three separated hadron jets: the spectator q carries 
only a small fraction (,..,AlmQ) of the total M energy for large mM, and so cannot initiate 

ajet. In the free quark approximation, production of an MM pair [F30] at rest (threshold) 
with decays according to Fig. 4(a) gives the shape parameters [31] (H2) = (119/2-
_~n2) ~ 0.28, (H3) = 0.12. For comparison, a two-particle final state gives (H2 ) = 
= 1, (H3) = 0, while an isotropic final state has (H2 ) = (H3) = O. (A three-body final 
state with uniform matrix element over available phase space gives (H2) = (3n2-29)~ 
~ 0.61, (H3) = 0.21). Two-jet decays, as may result from Fig. 4(c), would give (H2 ) = 
= 1/2, (H3) = O. Subsequent decays of heavy quarks produced in these decays should 
usually not modify the (H,) significantly (since mq.IEq• is typically ;S 1, the secondary 
decay products do not subtend large angles), although identification of the decays would 
reveal the flavor of the quark jet, and thus aid in discriminating between the processes 
of Fig. 4. The (H,) in the free quark approximation quoted above are modified by gluon 
emissions from the final partons, and by hadronic effects. Simulations [31] of these cor
rections suggest that for mQ ;;;:; 3 GeV, e+e- -+ MM processes near threshold should 
be clearly distinguished from . the usual two-jet e+e- -+ qq(GG ... ) processes by the com
parative isotropy of their final states, as revealed for example in the H, distributions l/a . 
. daldH,. For rnQ;;;:; 18 GeV, it appears that the three-jet final states of Fig. 4(a) should 
also be distinguished from the two-jet ones of Fig. 4 (c), allowing direct discrimination 
between these decay mechanisms for mesons containing t qu,arks. 

Consider now the process illustrated in Fig. 4(b), which is analogous to (though much 
more effective than) the semileptonic decay mechanism of Fig. 2(b). In contrast to Fig. 
4(a), the contributions of Fig. 4(bl) and Fig. 4(b2) depend critically on the quantum 
numbers of the initial M state. At momenta ~ rnw, the Lorentz structures of the diagrams 
(bl) and (b2) are identical (they are related in this limit by Fierz reordering of the effective 
four-fermion vertices). The diagrams differ in flavor, and also in that Fig. 4(b2) require~ 
the annihilating Q, q to be in a color singlet state, while Fig. 4(bl) does not. As discussed 
above for Fig. 2(b), the inevitable presence of soft gluons from the initial M state means 
that the initial Q, q popUlate all color states according to their statistical weights. (Sum
ming bver final colors in Fig. 4(b2) gives a factor 3; the necessary averaging over the 
initial colors introduces a cancelling factor 1/3, so that Figs. 4(bl) and Fig. 4(b2) do not 
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differ in their color combinatoric weights [F24]). For s-quark decays, Fig. 4(bl) contri

butes in sd (KO) mesons and Fig. 4(b2) iJt su (K-) mesons [F25]. For c-quark decays, 
Fig. 4(bl) can contribute in cu (DO) mesons, but Fig. 4(b2) is Cabibbo suppressed' by a 

a factor tan20e '" 0.04 in cd (D+) mesons; it can nevertheless contribute to cs (F+) meson 

decays. For b-quarks, a similar pattern obtains: (bJ) and (bs) mesons may decay through 
Fig. 4(b2) without additional mixing angle suppression relative to b ~ c W* in Fig. 4(a); 
only (be) and not (bU) mesons may decay without suppression through Fig. 4(bl). This 
pattern would continue for t quarks. In the free quark approximation, the rate for decay 

\ 

of a pseudoscalar meson by the processes Fig. 4(bl) and Fig. 4(b2) may be estimated in 
analogy to Fig. 1 as r~ c::: Gf,j;j m1 (mq,fmM)2 /(4n) and r~2 c::: Gf,I;jm1(mq,fmM)2 . 
. (Nq)/(4n), where mixing angle factors have again been absorbed into GF • The factor 
(mq./mM)2 arises through helicity suppression, as in Fig. 1. These decay rates are to be 
compared with the rate r~ c::: Gim~ (3Nq)/(192n3) for the three-body Q decay Fig. 4(a). 
The ratio of r~ to this is {rfl> rb02}/r~ c::: 200 (mq/mQ)2(fM/mQ)2 {(lINq), I}: the factor 
200 results from suppression of Fig. 4(a) relative to Fig. 4(b) by virtue of its three-body 
final state. As discussed above, for mesons containing a light (u, d, s) spectator q,IM 
probably '" A. Thus, even if mg/mw always '" 1/3, rNr~ would fall below '" 1 for 
mQ/A ;;:;: 3: however, for comparatively small mQ, Fig. 4(b) may well dominate over 
Fig. 4(a). In K decays, Fig. 4(b) should be at least comparable in importance to Fig. 4(a) 
(the naive free quark estimate suggests that it should dominate). As mentioned above, 
the contribution of Fig. 4(b2) is Cabibbo suppressed in'D+ decay (so that it is unimportant 
in the total D+ width, but should be significant in the partial width for S = 0 final states, 
as discussed below). In DO decays, mq, c::: m., and rbodr~ '" 200 (m}me)2 (fD/mD) 2. Even 
with pessimistic choices for m. and ID' this ratio is 0(1), and it is very possibly ~ 1. In 
this case, the DO decay width would be dominated by Fig. 4(bl), and be larger than the 
D+ width, which is dominated by Fig. 4(a). The experimental observation (discussed 
below) r(DO)/F(D+) ~ 1 supports this picture. For F+ decays, mg, c::: m~fI, so that r boZ 

there is slightly smaller than rfl in DO decays. In (bd) decays, mq, c::: me: if 1M'" A in 
this case, then r~/F~ ~ 1. In (be) decays, where presumably 1¥,(0)12 '" m;, r~/r~ is again 
0(1). When r~ > r~, final states of M decays will consist predominantly of two jets (qrq). 
QCD effects will modify the free quark estimate r~. To O(IX.), however, no o (1X.log(mw/mQ» 
terms appear, so long as the colors of the initial and final quarks are summed over without 
restriction. Th1f reason is as for Fig. 3(a): color averaging cancels diagrams in which the 
W* exchange is accompanied by a gluon; for the remaining diagrams, the W* exchange 
may be approximated by a local four-fermion vertex, since only the W* invariant mass 
(and not mw itself) is relevant. If the colors of initial or final quarks are restricted, then 
O(ex.log(mw/mQ» terms do appear: these will be crucial in consideration of the ILlII = 
= 1/2 rule below. In higher orders, O(IX;log(mw/mQ» corrections may appear even for 
color-averaged widths. Exchanges between the incoming Q, q lead to infrared divergences: 
at least in as far as O(log(mw/mQ» terms are absent, these are, however, subsumed in 
the definition of 1M or I¥'~OY [F26]. GIuon emissions and e1tchanges in the final q, q state 
modify the total width through their effect on the W* decay width. Another potentially 
important effect of QCD corrections is in modifying or circumventiflg the helicity sup-
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pression factor in rg. The possibility for the final quarks to be produced with large in-· 
variant masses before radiating gluons might be expected to affect the helicity suppression. 
In fact, these effects lead only to O(lXs) corrections: the divergence of the weak current. 
to which a spin-O W* must couple, remains zero to all orders in IXsifthe quark masses vanish,. 
irrespective of the W* invariant mass. (Nevertheless, confinement effects can contribute 
terms O(A 2 /m~) from the OCA) effective quark masses they produce). If the helicity sup
pression is genuinely to be avoided, then, as discussed above for M -+ Ivy apd Fig. 3(b), 
gluon emissions must produce a spin-I, rather than spin-O, Q7j state. As for Fig. 2(b). 
however, such effects are probably not large [F27]. In analogy with Fig. 3 (b), one may 
perhaps estimate by perturbation theory the rate for. a gluon emission to produce a spin-l 
state as rl, '" G'f,lXsm1fii/(720n2) (mM/m'!.ff)2 [F28]. Here, the initial light quark mass 

q 

enters through its magnetic moment, and thus appears in the denominator: in r~, however, 
the final q' mass appeared in the numerator, providing helicity suppression. Thvs rl /r~ '" 
'" (lXs/180n)mt/(m~, m~): taking m~f '" A '" 0.5 GeV (as appropriate for u, d, s quarks). 

q q 

then if mq, ~ 0.5 GeV, mM ~ 4 GeV (or perhaps mAl $ 1 GeV) is necessary before 
Fl /r~ ~ 1. (If mq, '" mM/3, then mM ~ 9 GeV is required). Estimating I"P(OW '" [m~ff]30 

. q 

gives rr", (l0-41X.)Gim1:n&f, so that r?,Jr~ ,..., 1X.(n&f/mM) ~ 1. Thus, while gluon 
q q 

emission can avoid helicity suppression, it cannot render Fig. 4(b) competitive with 
Fig. 4(a) at large mQ/mq,. 

I now discuss the diagrams of Fig. 4(c) (sometimes referred to by the inappropriate 
name of "penguins" [35]). In these diagrl,lms, the final q" has the same electric charge, 
as Q, and therefore must lie in a different weak isomultiplet: the dominant contributions 
come when the intermediate q' is in either the Q or fhe q" isomultiplet. For s-quark decays. 
the intermediate q' is predominantly U or c: in either case Fig. 4(c) is proportion~l to the 
mixing angle factor sinOccosOc. However, for s-quark decays, Fig. 4(a) is also proportional 
to sinOc> so that in this case, Fig. 4(c) may be competitive with Fig. 4(a). For c-quark 
decays, the intermedi~te q' in Fig. 4(c) is s or d, and the final q" is u, so that again a mixing 
angle factor'" sinOc cosOc enters. On the other hand, in c-quark decays, Fig. 4(a) gives 
an lSI = 1 final state, with mixing angle factor '" cosOc: in this case, therefore, Fig. 4(c) 
may only be significant in suppressed S = 0 final state decays. For b-quark decays, in
termediate t and c in Fig. 4(c) yield b -+ sG* transitions; these involve essentially the same 
mixing angle factors as b -+ cW* in Fig. 4 (a), but lead to lSI = 1, C = 0 rather than 
ICJ = 1, S = 0 final states. t-qua'rk decays are similar to c-~uark ones: Fig. 4(c) suffers. 
mixing angle · suppression with respect to Fig. 4(a), and may only be important in sup
pressed decay channels. This pattern would probably be repeated for any further generations 
of quarks: the heavier member of each weak isodoublet would decay predominantly to· 
the lighter member, with little contribution from Fig.4(c), while in decays of the lighter 
member, Figs. 4(a) and 4(c) may be competitive. . , 

In s-quark decays, the contributions of intermediate u and c contain mixing angle 
factors with opposing signs (cosOc sinOc and -cosOc sinOc, respectively) by virtue of the 
GIM arrangement. If m. = me> these contributions would cancel exactly, and Fig. 4(c) 
would vanish. Typ~calIy, if a momentum Ikl ~ mc flows through the virtual intermediate 
q' line in Fig. 4(c), such a cancellation is effective: the magnitude of Fig. 4(c) is thus do-
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minated by the region where the intermediate q' has a small momentum Ikl ;5 me. which 
is particularly sensitive to hadronic effects. For c decays. the d and s contributions typically 
cancel for Ikl ~ m •• while in b decays. the t and c contributions only cancel for Ikl ~ mt. 
These GIM cancellations also relegate the real gluon emission process Q -. q"G to sublead
ing order. and allow only virtual gluon emission. Consider the decay s -. dG. which is 
in many respects analogous to s -. dy. If G is on its mass shell. this must be a magnetic 
moment transition'"" M$up,q'(JPd [F29] (q is the G momentum). even if s. d are off-shell: 
it is therefore proportional to the "s-d weak transition color magnetic moment". This 
is analogous to the weak contribution to the l~ anomalous magnetic moment '"" Gp mp /n2 

[F31]. Howevef. in s -. dG. an intermediate u gives '"" g.Gp(m.-md) cosOesinOc • while 
an intermediate c gives", g.Gp(m.-md) (-cosOesinOe). which cancels the u contribution 
up to terms O(cx •• m~/m'ft,). The one-loop vertex diagram for s -. dG (with momentum p 
for s) involves the numerator factor yAPL(p+m)y,«p-q)+m)y;.PL, where PL == (1-
-1'5)/2 is the left-hand projection operator from the W couplings, and m is the interme
<tiate u, c mass: this factor contains no terms linear in m. Thus the mass parameter M 
.appearing in the decay amplitude '" M$up.q'(JPd cannot depend on the intermediate 
u, c masses (except through Oem;. eLm'ft,) corrections). but only on the external s, d masses, 
:80 that the u, c contributions differ (to leading order) only by mixing angle factors, and 
-cancel as described above. This cancellation may be avoided. however. if one of the two 
possible intermediate q' has a mass mq. ~ mw. so that its effects are O(mw/mq.): in that 
-case. the other possible q' is effectively freed from the GIM arrangement, and may mediate 
a decay Q -. q"G at a substantial rate r(Q -. q"G) '" (8cx./3n)r(Q -. q'q1[), (omitting 
mixing angle factors). If mt ~ mM this interesting possibility would be realized in b-quark 
decays [F32]. The cancellation would also be avoided if W coupled not only to left-handed. 
but also to right-handed currents. In that case, one of the PL in the numerator factor 
i s rep1aced by PR (== (I + 1'5)/2). and a term linear in the intermediate quark mass appears 
[36,37,38] (if such right-handed currents contributed in s -. dG they would give a large 

.amplitude '"" g.(me-mu) Gpsup, q'(JPd). Any quarks coupled to such right-handed currents 
should decay at a rate r(Q -. q"G) '"" (8cx./3n) (M/mQ)2r(Q -+ q'q1[) (dropping mixing 
.angle factors), where M (;5 mw) is roughly mass of the heaviest contributing interme
diate q'. Charged Higgs scalars in place of the usual W may also lead to significant Q -. 
-. q"G decays [39]. In known cases, however, such processes are absent and Q -. q"G 
-decays are relegated to subleading order. The cancellation between u and c intermediate 
'states in, for example, s -. dG, is not exact, but is violated by O(m~ /m'tv), yielding a negligible 
,decay amplitude [38] '"" (md+m.) [(m;-m;)/m'tv]GpsinOecosOeg./(12n2) [210g(m'tv/m;)

-1/3]sup, q' (JPd, assuming me ;5 mw. The cancellation between u and c intermediate 
'States in s -+ dG at O(g.) relies on the absence of o (log(mw/mq')) term~ from divergences 
in the loop integration. At O(g;), gluon corrections to s -. dG introduce ultraviolet diver
gences and o (log(mw/mq.)) terms (similarly, the weak contribution to gp-2 presumably 
receives electromagnetic corrections '" Gpm~ cxlog(m'ft,/m~)): these destroy the cancellation 
and lead to a s -. dG decay amplitude [40] '" (ms-md) GpsinOecosOcCcx. /4n) (g./16n 2) x 
x (3/8)log(m~ /m;)sup,q'G'"d. Again this is in most cases probably too small to be ofpracti

.cal relevance. Just as independent higher-order corrections to s -. dG can avoid the cancella-
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tion, SO also can exchanges between the intermediate q' and spectator q, by providing 
and additional spin-flip amplitude in the effective q' propagator. Soft vector exchanges 
are helicity-conserving and thus inadequate. However, the q' presumably propagates in 
an effective external color field generated by the q and other constituents of the original 

M. This may contain a spin-flip '" p,q.' jj '" g.[1n!!f]2/mq• component, which may act 
q 

over the propagation time of the virtual q'. For s ... dG, this may give a decay amplitude 
perhaps '" [m~fJ2/(m:ffA)g:sO'p.q·GPd, which could be significant [F33]. Insofar as 

q 

Q ... q"G is small, so also the weak radiate decay process Q ... q"r should be small, as 
discussed below. 

The GIM cancellation in Fig. 4(c) does not occur for Q ... q"G* if the radiated gluon 
is off its mass shell: the "s-d weak transition charge radius" is non-zero at leading order. 
Since the process Q ... q"G* via a one-loop W vertex correction exhibits no additional 
ultraviolet divergences in the limit mw'" 00, one may approximate the Wexchange by 
a local four-fermion interaction. Then, performing a Fierz transformation, Q ... q"G* 
may be approximated by Q ... q" "zo*", followed by "ZO*" ... G* via a virtual q' loop. 
Thus the rate for Q ... q"G* is proportional to the one-loop q' vacuum polarization dia
gram [41]: taking k as the G* momentum, the amplitude for, say, s ... dG* becomes 
'" GF(sin()ccos()c)k2F(k2)srpGPd, with the form factor F(k2) given by the difference 

\ between one-loop vacuum polarization with a c and!l u loop. For P ~ m~, m;, F(k2) ~ 
~ (g./16n2) (1/6) [log(m;j,ui)-log(m;/,ui)]+O(k2/m2) '" log(mc/m .. ) [F34]; for m; ~ 
~ P ~ m~, F(P) ~ (g./16n2) (P/30m;); and for P ~ m~, m;F(P) ~ (gs/16n2)(m~
-m;)/k2 [F35]. The virtual gluon produced in Q ... q"G* may either be spacelike, and 
be absorbed by a spectator q (or q) from the initial meson, or be timelike, and "decay" 
into a qq pair. The presence of an explicit P factor in the Q ... q"G* amplitude for small 
k 2 (which is necessary to maintain gauge invariance, since there can be no static Q ... q" 
"transition charge") cancels the 1/k2 pole in the virtual G* propagator, leading to an 
effective local Qq ... q"q or Q ... q"qq interaction. An important difference from Figs. 4(b) 
and 4(a) is that the G* coupling is independent of the q, q helicities, so that the effective 
local four fermion interaction contains terms with (V-A) x (V + A) as well as (V-A) x (V-A) 
Lorentz structure [F36]. Using the s ... dG* vertex given above, one may estimate the rate 
for the decay s ... dqq (integrating over the intermediate G* invariant mass) as r(s ... dq(j) 
'" Gim~/(192n3) (1/36) (rJ../4n)2(m;/30m;) contains (sin()ccos()c)2 (assuming m. ~ m .. ~ 
~ mq), which is much smaller than the analogous rate from Fig. 4(a). For b quark decays, 
m~/m~ is again not sufficiently large to ren'der this Gecay mechanism important. On the 
other hand, the process Qq ... q"q may well be important for small ma. The intermediate 
G* coupling is independent of the q helicity. The Q and q" must be left-handed in order 
to participate in the weak vertex: however, the q may be right-handed, so that the initial 
and final qq systems have helicity zero. The spin of the decaying pseudoscalar M usually 
constrains the qq to have spin O. In Figs. 2 and 4(b) the W* coupling required both q and 
q to be left-handed giving a helicity 1 qq state with a helicity suppressed amplitude O(mq/Eq) 
to have spin O. This helicity suppression is absent in Fig. 4(c) both for the initial and final 
qq systems. Not only is the explicit O(m}/EJ) factor in the rates for Figs. 2 and 4(b) absent 
for Fig. 4(c); in addition, the effectivef~ for Fig. 4(c) should be lar~er thanfM for Figs. 2 
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and 4(b) since it involves no helicity suppression factor: naively fil '" mM/(mq+mq)fM '" 
'" fiV'M(O)j2 /mM] [F37], [42]. For heavy M, there should be no significant enhancement 
of fil over fM' For light M, the magnitude of the relevant mq is difficult to estimate [43], 
butf~ may be enhanced by perhaps even a factor'" 10 over fK (a naive guess would take 
IV'K(O)12 '" l/r1 '" mi-, suggesting fil/fM '" mil} /(m}PfK) '" 9), which would render 
Fig. 4(c) dominant over Figs. 4(a, b) in K decays. To estimate the rate for Qq ~ q'7j, 
one must determine the invariant mass k 2 of the I-channel exchanged G*. Assuming the 
initial Q, q to be at rest, the momenta of the final q", q are completely determined, and 
k 2 = -(ma-mq,,) (ma+mq,,)mq,f(ma+mq') ~ -mamq' [F38] (cf. [41]). The magnitude 
of the Qq'G* vertex form factor depends on the relative size of P ~ -mamq' and the 
intermediate virtual q' mass. In s quark decays, mq, = mu, me while k2 ~ -msmu,d' 
Hence F(k2) ~ (g; /16n2) (ms/30mu), yielding a naive free quark estimate r(sq ~ d1j) ~ 
~ (rx./120n)2GiCm./mu)2 (sinOecosOe)2[{~J2mi/8n: the small numerical factors appearing 
in F(k2) render this estimate, like that for res ~ dqq) above, slightly below the estimated 
res ~ dqq) from Fig. 4 (a). In c quark decays, cq ~ uq contributes only to Cabibbo sup
pressed S = 0 final state decays. Here mq, = md, m. and k 2 ~ -memu (for D decays) ~ 
~ -mem. (for F decays) [41] so that F(k2) ~ (g./16n2) (m;-m'i)/(memq), yielding 
a naive estimate r(cq ~ uq) ~ (rx./4n)2Gi(m;;(memq»2(sinOecosOe)2[{2]2mM8n: · this 
compares favorably to the free quark estimate of r(c ~ uqq). In b quark decays, bq ~ sq 
with intermediate I, c is not Cabibbo suppressed with respect to b ~ cqq. In (bU) meson 
decays, IPI ~ mumb ~ m;.t and F(P) ~ (g./16n2) (1/6) 10g(ml/mD, suggesting r(bli ~ 
~ sU) ~ (cxs/24n)210g2(ml/mDG;(sinO_cosO)2[{jI]2m~/8n: presumably [{jI]2 '" A3/mb , so 
that (for mt < mw) this rate is small c~mpared to reb ~ cqq) from Fig. 4(b), and Fig. 
4(c) is probably unimportant. 

The estimates of Fig. 4(c) given above were all to lowest order in cx.: I now discuss 
the higher order corrections they receive. Consider, to be definite, the example of sq ~ d1j 
with intermediate u or c. If me = mu (arid q ¥= Ii or c) then QCD corrections to the c 
and u exchange contributions must be identical: the mixing angles yield opposing signs 
for them, so that they cancel to all orders in cx. (but lowest order in OF)' If, for example, 
q = ii, then in higher orders, there exist diagrams involving annihilation of the inter- _ 
mediate u with the spectator Ii (corresponding to the same amplitudes as "box diagram" 
corrections to Fig. 4(b», which destroy cancellation between the u and c contributions . 

. The local four-fermion form for the sq ~ dq interaction in Fig. 4(c) remains unmodified 
by higher order c6rrections: gauge invariance prevents the appearance of nonlocal terms 
involving exchanges with uncanceled l/k2 propagators [F39]. As for Fig. 4(b), however, 
infrared divergences remain even after summing ov,er all possible real and virtual gluon 

corrections with mq ~ 0 [F40]. As mentioned above, at O(g.), O(1og(mw/ma») terms from 
Fig. , 4(c) are always canceled by the GIM mechanism to O(log(mq~/mq~» ones. Any 

O(log(mw/ma» corr~ctions appearing in higher orders must usually have coefficients 
which vanish in the exact GIM limit mq~ = mq; . It seems probable that the GIM cancellation' 

removes all ultraviolet divergences which potentially occur as mw ~ 00, so that only 

o (log(mQ1 /mq;») logarithmic factors appear in higher orders (as indicated by explicit O(gi) 
calculations [47]). As mentioned for Q ~ q"G above, the intermediate q' may interact 
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with the "external field" present in the original meson: this field is presumably unable 
to absorb sufficient momentum for it to replace the perturbative G* exchange. 

Nonleptonic weak baryon decays should proceed by processes analogous to those 
for mesons in Fig. 4 [F41J. The independent Q decay mechanism of Fig. 4(a) (and of 
Fig. 4(c) if Q --+ q"G dominates) should have the same characteristics as in mesons. The 
W exchange diagram in Fig. 4(bl) induces the reactions su --+ ud, e(d, s) --+ su, b(u, e) --+ 

--+ e(d, s), etc., but does not occur with ss, sd, cu, etc., initial states. When these processes 
are embedded in baryons, the initial qq may have total angular momentum 0 or 1, usually 
with roughly equal probabilities. The helicity suppression encountered for qq --+ qq processes 
from Fig. 4(b) in spin 0 mesons is therefore absent for qq --+ qq processes in baryons. 
The single Q decay process analogous to Fig. 4(a) suggests that the weak decay rates 
of all baryons containing Q should be equal. The analogue of Fig. 4(bl) contributes only 
in baryons containing particular spectator quarks: its presence would, for example, imply 
different lifetimes for different batyons in an isoID.uItiplet. The analogue of Fig. 4(c) with 
G* exchange to a spectator q should behave in baryons much as in mesons. Since in baryons 
Fig. 4(b1} suffers no helicity suppression, naive estimates suggest that Fig. 4(c) is always 
smaller than Fig. 4(bl) whenever mixing angles allow the latter to contribute. If Fig. 
4(a) and its analogues dominate all nonleptonic decays, then the lifetimes of baryons 
and of mesons containing a given heavy quark Q should be approximately equal. The 
absolute importance of Fig. 4(b) compared to Fig. 4(a) depends on /1JIQq(O)j2 /mJ. Pre
sumably /1JIQq(O)/2 is similar to wavefunction at the origin which determines the magnitude 
of hyperfine splittings between, e.g., J = 1/2 and J = 3/2 baryons. In the nonrelativistic 
approximation, /1JIQq(O)/2 '" [m;ffj3. For the decay of the charmed baryon A-cC = cud), 
Fig. 4(b) may contribute; if lAc'" ID then r(Ac --+ X) '" reDo '--+ X) [F42J. 

I now summarize the discussion of inclusive nonleptonic weak decays based on Fig. 4 
given above, and relate it to some relevant experimental data. For hadrons containing 
t quarks (m, ;;;: 18 GeV) the independent t --+ bW* decay process of Fig. 4(a) should 
be dominant, and the final states of the decays should consist of three resolvable hadron 

jets. (Even for Ib, helicity suppression renders Fig. 4(b) insignificant). Production of 
mesons containing b quarks close to threshold has recently been observed [48J: detailed 
data on their decay properties is not yet available, but will presumably soon be forthcom
ing. (Analysis of H2 distributions nevertheless indicates the expected [31J spherical event 
structure [48J which was hinted at by higher energy data on inclusive production [49]). 
In these decays, Fig. 4(a) should again dominate. Mixing angles do not suppress Fig. 4(b) 

in bd, bi and be mesons: however, the smallness of (fB/mB)2 '" /1JIB(O)/2/mj '" (mq/mb)3 
prevents a substantial contribution .except in the be case, where the process be --+ cs may 
be roughly comparable to b -+ eW*. Figure 4(c) can give bq -+ sq without mixing angle 
suppression (relative to b -+ e W*): again, however, the decay mechanism is rendered 
insignificant by the fact that IB ~ mB, and by small numerical factors entering in the loop 
diagram. Assuming that Fig. 4(a) dominates, one expects a semileptonic branching ratio 
reb -+ lX)/r(b -+ X) ~ 1/[1 +2(1 + tXs/n)J '" 1/3 where- I = e, ft, •. If, as indirect phe
nomenological evidence suggests, reb --+' uW*)fF(b -+ eW*) ~ 0.1 [50J, reb -+ esC) '" 
'" reb -+ edli), so that about half of all hadronic b decay final states potentially contain 

10' 
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two charmed hadrons. With Fig. 4(a) dominant, the lifetime of mesons containing b 
quarks would be ~ 10-15 sec (corresponding to a track length ",5 (JoIn- at a laboratory 
energy ,.., 100 GeV). 

Several thousand decays of Djj pairs produced near threshold (at "P(3.77» in e+e
annihilation have been analyzed [25]. (In a few years, the Mark III detector at SPEAR 
should collect some million such D decays, allowing a more precise phenomenological 
investigation). A few D decay events have been observed directly in (triggered/hybrid) 
emulsion experiments [$1] (and more are expected in new high-resolution detectors (e.g., 
[52])). Several experiments observe D production in hadronic collisions through specific 
exclusive or inclusive decay channels: in most cases, these give no additional information 
on D decays. F production in e+ e- annihilation still awaits confirmation [F43]; a few 
candidate F decay events were found in emulsion [51] and there is some indication of 
hadronic F production [54]. Charmed baryon Ac (cud) pair production has been observed 
in e+ e- annihilation [53], but only with the specific decay channel Ac ~ pK-n+. A few 
Ac candidates have been found in emulsion experiments [52], ami there have been several 
measurements of Ac production in hadronic reactions (some indicating a rather large 
forward production cross-section). Nonleptonic D+ . decays should be dominated by Fig. 
4(a); in nonleptonic DO decays Fig.4(bl) may also contribute, and naive estimates given 
above indicate that it could well dominate over Fig. 4(a). Semileptonic D+ and DO decays 
should proceed through Fig. 3 (a). Thus the semileptonic branching ratio r(D+ ~ 
~ IX)W(D+ ~ X) should be ~ 2/[2+3(I+txs /n)] ~ 40%, and the (proper) D+ lifetime 
would be "rD+ = , lW(D+ ~ X) '" "r",(m",/mc)SI/5 '" 10-12 sec. Figure 3(a) implies reDo ~ 
~ IX) = r(D+ ~ IX); Fig. 4(bl) can yield reDo ~ X) ~ F(D+ ~ X), and hence "rD. < 
. < "rD+ and reDo ~ IX)W(DO ~ X) < F(D+ ~ IX)W(D+ ~ X). Experimental results 
from Djj production in e+e- annihilation [25] give r(D+ ~ eX)W(D+ ~ X) = (16.8± 
±6.4)%, reDo ~ eX)W(DO ~ X) = (5.5±3.7)%, supporting the hypothesis that Fig. 4(a) 
dominates D+ nonleptonic decay, and indicating a significant contribution from Fig. 
4(bl) to ])0 nonleptonic decay. Assuming reDo ~ IX) = r(D+ ~ IX) these experimental 
results suggest that reDO ~ X)W(D+ ~ X) ~ 3.1 ±2.3. Direct measurements of emulsion 
events give [51] "rD+ = (1O.0!::~) x 10-13 sec (5 events), "rD. = (1.03!8:~~) x 10-13 sec 
(7 events) • = (2 14+2.7) x 10-13 sec (2 events) and .1 = (114+0 .62) X 10-13 sec ,F • -1.0 , ac • -0.36 

(6 events), indicating that reDo ~ X)W(D+ ~ X) ~ (9.7±!:~:~). The near agreement of 
this result with that deduced from the semileptonic branching ratios indicates that the 
assumption reDo ~ IX) = r(D+ ~ (X) is approximately correct. As discussed above, 
nonleptonic F decays may receive contributions from Figs. 4(a) and 4(b2): the ud final 
state in this case should make the helicity suppression of Fig. 4(b) more effective (by 
a factor '" [(m~ff +m~ff)/(m=ff +m~ff)]2which perhaps'" 0.6) than in DO decay, yielding 
reF ~ X) intermediate between reDo ~ X) and r(D+ ~ X), as suggested by the Flifetime 
measurement quoted above. Semileptonic decays F ~ IX should again be dominated by 
Fig. 3(a). Since mF ~ 2 GeV the decay F ~ 1'v. may also occur: if indeed Fig. 4 (b) dom
inates nonleptonic F decay, the naive estimate of it given above implies reF ~ "rv.)/(F ~ 
~X),.., r(F~ 1'v.)W(F~ ud),.., 1/3[m./(m~ff+m~ff)]2[1-(m./mF)2]2 '" 0.1. (A direct 
estimate using the guessfF ~ 0.5 GeV and the "measured" Flifetime suggests a still larger 
branching ratio, perhaps '" 0.3.) For the charmed baryon Ac, one expects significant 
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contributions from the analogue of Fig. 4(bl), suggesting r(Ac -+ X) ,.., reDo -+ X), 
in conflict with the experimentallifetime determination quoted above [51]. (This discrepancy 
would be removed if a large fraction of the experimental Ac candidates were, in fact, 
.Ec( = cuu), for which Fig. 4(b) can give no contribution, leaving Fig. 4(a) dominant, 
and yielding a lifetime comparable to that of D+). An important consequence of Figs. 
4(a) and 4(b) in D decays is that only a fraction ~ tan20c ,.., 0.05 of the final states should 
involve no s quark, and thus have lSI = O. Important contributions from Fig. 4(c) (which 
are not expected according to the naive estimates given above) would enhance this ratio. 

Experimentally, only the two body decay modes DO -+ nn and DO -+ KK have been meas
ured [25]; their rate relative to D -+ Kn is roughly consistent with tan20c (see below) 
[FM]. In F decays, Fig. 4(a) should give predominantly F -+ ssud, presumably yielding 

hadron final states containing 4> or KK, while Fig. 4(b) would give F -+ ud, yielding hadron 

final states containing 1], n, but much fewer 4> or KK. The scanty experimental data on F 
production do not yet allow discrimination between these two cases [F45]. The final states 
of Ac decays experimentally appear to be predominantly lSI = 1, as expected from Fig. 4. 

For strange particle decays, the inclusive treatment of decay rates given above is largely 
inappropriate: the energy released in the decays is so low that the detailed types and masses 
of the final hadrons are crucial. Approximating the final quarks in K weak decays as 
free, one expects r(K+) ~ r(K~) ~ r(Kf) [F46];. in practice r(K+) ~ 7 x 10-3r(K~) ~ 
~ 4r(Kf). The origin of this failure is clarified by consideration of the partiaLdecay widths 
to particular pion final states. Experimental results show that r(K+ -+ nev) ~ 2r(Kf -+ 

-+ neP); r(Kf -+ nnn) ~ 1.lr(K+ -+ nnn)~ 1.5r(K+ -+ neP). Taking a matrix element 
uniform in the available phase space (which is found experimentally to be a reasonable 
approximation) suggests r(K -+ nnn) ,.., 0.06r(K -+ neP): the actual rate for K -+ nnn 
is enhanced by a factor'" 15-30 over this estimate. A uniform matrix element (scaled 
by mK) suggests [F47] r(K -+ nn) ,.., 200r(K -+ neP) (e.g., [56]): in practice, r(K+ -+ 

-+ n+nO) ~ 4r(K+ -+ neP) while r(K~ -+ nn) ,~ 3 x 103 r(K+ -+ neP). The difference 
between semileptonic and nonleptonic decay rates even after accounting for phase space 
effects would result (as in the case of D 'mesons) from contributions of Figs. 4(b) and 
4(c) as well as 4(a). The suppression of K+ -+ nn compared to K~ -+ nn by a factor"" 1/700 
indicates that the effective nonleptonic weak Hamiltonian for K decays transforms under 
strong isospin predominantly as ILlII = 1/2. In K+ -+ n+no, the final n+no must have 
1 = 2, while in KO -+ nn, they may have 1 = 0: the ratio of r(K+ -+ n+nO) to r(KO -+ nn) 
is thus explained if the effective weak Hamiltonian responsible is predominantly ILlII = 
= 1/2, with only'" 4% ILl II =, 3/2 (or ILl II = 5/2) component. The basic s -+ uW* weak 
vertex has I'Ll II = 1/2, while u -+ dW* involves ILl II = 1. In the free. quark approximation, 

the s -+ uud and su -+ du, sd -+ uti processes of Fig. 4(a, b) contain ILlII = 1/2 and ILlII = 
= 3/2 terms (but no ILlII = 5/2 component) in equal concentrations (up to Clebsch
Gordan coefficients). It will turn out (see below) that the different isospin components 
of these reactions correspond to different color components: perturbative QCD corrections 
thus affect the relative concentrations of the two isospin components (probably enhancing 
ILl II = 1/2). The process s -+-dr;* of Fig. 4(c) is purely ILlII = 1/2. Note that in the present 
considerations of exclusive hadron final states, the diagrams of Fig. 4 must be added 
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coherently, and the processes illustrated there may interfere. Only quark subprocesses 
with the correct isospin transformation properties can contribute in hadronic decays to 
hadron final- states of definite isospin. Note, however, that isospin invariance is respected · 
in the development of the hadron final state only inasmuch as the u and d are indistin
guishable: electroll}.agnetic interactions and mu-md =fo 0 effects may modify the isospin of 
the final state. In hadronic terms, a virtual 'TJ may be produced initially, and may then 
mix through ILl II = 1 isospin violation (such as is responsible for 'TJ -. n* -. nnn decay) 
to n with an amplitude at the 0 (1%) level [S7]. Such effects could almost account for 
r(K+ -t n+nO) even if Hweak were pure ILl/i,'= 1/2: they should also lead to 0(10- 3-10- 4) 

ILl/I = S/2 contributions. The hypothesis that Hweak transforms approximately as ILl/I = 
= 1/2 yields relations between rates for other K decays. A nn final state may have I = 

= 0 or 1= 2: the ILl/I = 1/2 rule requires 1=0. Writing the amplitude for ILl/I = J 
transitions as AJ. one has r(K+ -t n+nO)fF(K~ -t nn) = 3/4 IA3/2/Al/212 ~ I.S x 
x 10-3, implying IA3/2/Ald '" O.OS. In K~ -. nn, both ILl/I = 1/2 and ILl/I .= 3/2 tran

sitions may occur, and may interfere. One finds in this case (ignoring 0(1%) phase space 
correctjons)r(K~ -t n+n-)fF(KsO -t nOna) ~ 2[1+3y2 Re[A3/2/Al/2]COS(~2-~O)] where 
~I is the strong interaction final state phase shift for a nn system with isospin I, and ~2-
- ~o '" - SOo [F48], [S8J. Experimentally r(K~ -. n+n-)fF(K~ -. nOna) ~ (2.19±0.01), 
again implying IA3/2/Al/21 '" O.OS. Thus there appears to be a universal ILl/I = 3/2 con
tribution to K -. nn decays, with an amplitude'" 1/20 that of the dominant ILl/I = 1/2 
term. Assuming that any ILl II = S/2 contribution is small, the experimental r(K -t nn) 

, imply that its amplitude < 3 x 10-3. that of the ILl/I = 1/2 term. nnn final states may 
have 1= 0, 1, 2, 3 (I = 0, 2 are probably much suppressed by centrifugal barrier effects, 
since they must involve 1= 1): the ILl/I = 1/2 part of the weak Hamiltonian gives only 
1= 0, 1, while 1= 3 can be reached only by ILl/I = S/2, 7/2. If ILl II > 3/2 terms are absent, 
r(K+ -t n+n+n-) ~ 4r(K+ -t n+nonO), r(K2. -t nenana) ~ 3/2r(K2 -. n+n-nO). These 
relations receive corrections from final state isospin violation effects. Two decays with.equal 
amplitudes uniform in the available phase space have widths r(K -tnnn) '" (mK - Emll)2/mK, 

which differ by virtue of mll+ =fo m1l0, mK+ =fo mKO • Taking such a phase space correstion in 
K+ -. n+n+n- gives a correction ~ 1.2S to the relation r(K+ -. n+n+n-) = 4r(K+ -. 
-t n+nonO). If instead, the measured phase distribution is used, the correction ~ 1.17. 
(Final state Coulomb interactions between n± provide a further'" 4% correction). Exper
imentally, dividing out all kinematic isospin violation [60], F'(K+ -. n+n+n-) ~ (3.7± 
±O.I)F'(K+ -. n+nonO), F'(K2 -t nenana) ~ (l.SS±0.07)F'(K2 -. n+n-nO): uncertain
ties in removal of final state isospin violation effects preclude definite conclusion of ILl/I > 
> 3/2 terms in K+ -t nnn. Ignoring final state isospin violation, r(K2 -. n+n-nO)fF(K+ -. 
-t n+nonO) ~ 2[1 ~3 Re[A3 / 2/A1 / 2JJ (both final states are dominantly 1= 1, so that 
no phase shift difference enters). Experimentally, r'(K2 -. n+n-nO)/F'(K+ -. n+nonO) ~ . 

~ (1.6S±0.1S), probably indicating IA3/2/Al/21 '" 0.06, in rough agreement with the 
ILl/I = 3/2 contribution deduced for K -t nn. Further measures of ILl/I > 1/2 terms 
involving the distribution of final n energies in K -t nnn also indicate simiJar concentra
tions, but are severely hampered by kinematic isospin violations. Of four particle K decay 
modes, only K+ -t nne'P has been measured. Assuming a matrix element uniform in available 
phase space (and scaled by mK) suggests r(K+ -. nnev)fF(K+ -. nev) '" 1/(96n2) '" 10- 3; 
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experimentally, r(K+ -+ nnev)/r(K+ -+ nev) ~ (1.2±0.7) x 10- 3 • The relative strengths of 
semileptonic and nonleptonic ILlII = 1/2 and ILlII = 3/2 contributions to K decays thus 
appear to be roughly independent of the specific decay considered, and to have amplitudes 
in the ratio IAszl:IA1/21:IA3/21 ,.., 1:3:0.15. 

Semileptonic K decay presumably occurs basically through the mechanism of Fig. 
3(a). However, sinc~ the energy released is small, the fin~l hadron system usually consists 
only of a single pion, with a definite isospin III = 1. To form this pion, the final u from 

s -+ ulv and the spectator U, d must be in an III = 1 rather than III = 0 state. In the case 

of Kf decay, the ud-must have III = 1. In K+ decay, the uu initially have equal amplitudes 

I/y2 to be in an III = 1 or an III = 0 state. Because of the small energy release hadronic 
effects force the uu to have III = 1, and thus suppress r(K+ -+ nev) with respect to r(KO -+ 

-+ nev) by a factor 2. (If mK were larger, so that many n were produced in K decays, the 
uu could have either isospin with eventually equal amplitudes, and the rates for semi-· 
leptonic KO and K+ decay would become equal.) In nonleptonic K decays, the small number 
of final pions again introduces contraints on the total isospin of the quark systems from 
which they form. The total amplitude for a K decay may be considered roughly as a product 
of the amplitude for a quark system with particular isospin to be produced and the am
plitude for that system to form the final pions, summed over all possible isospin states. 
Because of the isospin invariance of strong interactions, there' exist direct relations between 
both amplitudes for systems ~f specific III and different 13 , as exploited above. In most 
cases, comparisons of either amplitude for different III are difficl.\lt. (An exception is the 
example of K+ -+ n+no (see above) where symmetries do not allow an lIt = 0 nn state, 
so that an III = 0 quark system has zero amplitude to transform into the final state and. 
induce the decay). Even after the final n have been "produced", they still undergo strong 
final state interactions, which may modify the amplitudes for different 1/1. Interactions 
between outgoing on-shell final pions have an amplitude (by unitarity) of unit modulus. 
Because the pions propagate on-shell between successive rescatterings (see [F48]), the 
amplitude attains an imaginary part proportional to the rescattering amplitude, and 
gives a phase eid1 to the amplitude for a decay with final state isospin III. This phase dif
ference between the amplitudes for K+ -+ n+no and K O -+ nn was accounted for in the 
comparison of these processes above. However, in addition to these pure phase factors 
arising from interactions between on-shell outgoing pions, the modulus of the total decay 
amplitude is modified by final state interactions acting between off-shell pions: these 
distort the usual outgoing plane waves and alter the "wavefunction at the origirt" for 
the nn system [F49]. A quantitative estimate of such effects is very difficult: results are 
inevitably sensitive to the composite structure of the pion, and it is imposible to disentangle 
effects of "final state interactions" from featurt$ of the "primary interaction". Never
theless., there are sqme qualitative indications that "final state" nn interactions should 
enhance the rate for production of III = 0 over III = 2nn systems. At low energies (below 
KK threshold) the relevant s-wave nn elastic scattering phase shifts are well-fit by a scat
tering length approximation (}r ~ ark; in the (nonexotic) 1= 0 channel the nn interaction 
is stron~ly attractive, with ao ,.., 0.5 GeY-t, while in the (exotic) II I = 2 channel, it is 
slightly repul~ive, with a2 ,.., -0.05 Gey- 1 [58]. Final state nn interactions should thus 
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tend to enhance ILI!I = 1/2 (! = 0 final state) processes relative to ILI!I = 3/2 ones. (At
tempts to obtain a quantitative estimate of this effect from, e.g., a comparison of the 

co 

factors I exp [J ds ~(s)/(s-mi) ]12, are thwarted by sensitivity to high s behavior, where 
o ~ , 

unknown inelastic contributions are presumably important. A very rash guess is provided 
by lexp[(~o(mi)- ~2(mi)/~W ,..., 1.6: not a large factor compared to the observed ratio 
,.. 400 of ILI!I = 1/2 to ILI!I = 3/2 rate~). 

In addition to such "large distance" effects, "short distance" phenomena, best considered 
in the framework of the quark diagra~s Fig. 4, may also contribute to the suppression 
of ILI!I = 3/2 relative to ILI!I = 1/2 processes. Recall that the simple comparisons between 
measured K decay rates discussed above indicated that the ratio of semileptonic to non
leptonic decay amplitudes IAs'!:IAl/21:JA3/21 ,..., 1:3:0.15. T}le ratio IAI/21/IA3/21 here may 
be obtained directly, e.g., from r(K+ -. ~+.~O)/r(KO ~ ~~). The deduction of the relative 
size of semileptonic and nonleptonic amplitudes requires some assUI?-ptions regarding 
the phase space structure of the decay rates: it remains possible (although unlikely) that 
the relevant semileptonic amplitude lAs'! ,.. IA3/21. Figures 4(a, b) contain both ILI!I = 
= 1/2 and ILI!I = 3/2 components; the process s -. dG* of Fig. 4(c) is, however, pure 
ILI!I = 1/2. The simple free-quark estimate for sq -. dq from Fig. 4(c) given above sug
gested that numerical factors associated with loop integration render it slightly smaller 
than Fig. 4(a). A serious quantitative estimate would, however, require greater information 
on the structure ofhadrons than is yet available: it is still certainly conceivable that IAI/21 ~ 
~ IA3/21 ,.. IA.,!, with IA3/21 and IAs,1 dominated by Fig. 4(a), and IAI/21 dominated by 
a larger term from Fig. 4(c). In the free quark approximation, the processes s -. uud of 

- I 

Fig. 4(a) and su -. au or sd -. uu of Fig. 4(b) give essentially equallLl!1 = 1/2 and ILI!I = 
= 3/2 amplitudes. The different isospin channels correspond to amplitudes with different 
symmetries under u ~ d interchange: the overall symmetry of the amplitudes then requires 
quark pairs in different SU(3) color representations. Thus gluon exchange corrections 
depend on the isospin properties of the amplitude, and may enhance ILlII = 1/2 relative 
to ILI!I = 3/2 parts [F50]. Consider at first, for simplicity, the weak reaction su -. ud: 
this is directly relevant in nonleptonic weak hyperon decays; results for the cases of Fig. ' 
4(a, b) will be obtained by crossing. The process su -. ud proceeds at lowest order by 
t-channel W exchange: it receives corrections from real gluon emission and virtual gluon 
exchanges. The real gluon emission terms introduce much infrared divergence, but (at O( oc.) ) 
exhibit no ultraviolet divergences as mw -. 00, and thus can generate no log(mw) terms. 
Virtual gluon exchanges do involve ultraviolet divergences, and thus may produce 
o (oc.log(mw) ) terms. Nevertheless, when all possible color quantum numbers of the initial 
and final qq states are averaged over, these ters cancel, as discussed above. However, 
if the color quantum numbers are restricted by requiring a specific isospin state, the 
O(ocslog(mw)) terms no longer cancel, and serve to enhance the rates for production of 
some isospin states at the cost of others. At the energies ~ mw of concern here, the reaction 
su -. ud must occur with essentially zero impact parameter, and thus involve no orbital 
angular momentum. The V-A nature of the W coupling requires the interacting qq to 
have oppositely-directed helicities, so that the su -. ud reaction occurs in a total angular 
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momentum J = ° chamiel, so that the spatial and spin parts of the final state wavefunction 
are anti symmetric under the interchange u ~ d. The initial su state clearly has (strong) 
isospin Ilil = 1/2. The final ud·state may have IIfl = 0, 1: if IIfl = 0, then the complete 
su -+ ud reaction is purely ILl II = 1/2; if IIfl = 1, then it may involve a ILl II = 3/2 com
ponent. When IIiI ,;. 0 the isospin part of the final ud wavefunction is anti symmetric 

under the interchange u ~ d (tpo '" (ud-du)/V2); when IIiI = 1, it is symmetric ('1'1 '" 
'" (ud+du)/y''i). Assuming that the final ud obey Fermi-Dirac statistics, their total 
wavefunction must be antisymmetric under u ~ d [F5IJ. Thus if IIfl = 0, the ud must 
be antisymmetric in their color quantum numbers, while if IIfl = 1, they must be symmetric. 
The initial and final qq may transform under SU(3)c accordipg to the representations 
3(g)3 = 3(g)6: the "3 representation is antisymmetric in the quark indices, while the 6 is. 
symmetric. (For SU(N)c, the possible representations are N®N = [N(N -I)/2J@ [N(N + 
+ 1)/2] == DA + Ds, which are respectively antisymmetric and symmetric). AILlII = 3/2, 

su -+ ud reaction thus requires the initial and final qq to transform according to the sym
metric, 6 representation of 'SU(3)c; when ILl II = 1/2, the qq may also transform under 

the anti symmetric '3 representation [F52J. The amplitude for virtual gluon exchange cor
rections to su -+ ud depends on the qq color representation: it will tum out that one gluon 

exchange is attractive (leading to an enhanced scattering amplitude) for the '3 represen
tation, and repulsive for the 6. The (averaged) amplitude for one gluon exchange between 
qq in a color SU(N)c symmetric state is proportional to Ws = (I-I/N) (the I/N accounts 
for the absence of colorless gluons); in a color antisymmetric state, the amplitude is pro
portional instead to WA = (-1-1 /N) [F53J. For the SU(3)c case, Ws = 2/3 while WA = 
= -4/3: one gluon exchange yields O(oc.log(mw/,u» terms which enhance the ILlII = 1/2 
amplitude for su -+ ud, and suppress the ILlII = 3/2 amplitude. (Note that summing 
over all possible initial and final qq colors yields the required vanishing coefficient WsDs+ 
+ WADA = 0 for oc.log(mw/,u». O(oc.log(mw/,u» terms are not the only part of the one
gluon exchange amplitude which may depend on the qq color representation. Soft gluon 
emission and exchange occur coherently from the two quarks, and are thus potentially 
very sensitive to their total color. However, as mentioned above, QeD processes occurring 
at distances '" I/A presumably neutralize the qq color, but do not affect their isospin 
(although they may modify the amplitudes for different IIiI, e.g., through the "final state: 
interactions" discussed in the previous paragraph). The connection between the qq isospin 
and color derived above holds only at short distances: at larger distances, one must account 
for gluon radiation; it seems probable that no significant dependence of the qq scattering 
amplitude on the original qq color (and isospin) will survive. Thus O(oc.log(mw/,u» terms 
may plausibly be the only component of the su -+ ud amplitude which depend significantly 
on Ilfi. The discussion above indicates that the relevant infrared cutoff ,u on the one-gluon 
exchange amplitude '" A. (or the inverse size of the initial meson). In the simplest ap
proximation, one may consider a sequence of independent gluon exchanges between the 
incoming and outgoing qq. The invariant masses of the exchanged gluons are as usual 
kinematically constrained to ~e ordered. The maximum invariant mass of the gluon closest 
to the W exchange is '" mw: for larger invariant masses the W exchange would cease to act 
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:as a point interaction, and the amplitude would be damped. The amplitude for n gluon 
11 13 miv 

,exchange then (1X.(t) "" 1/log(t /A 2» "" f dtdtl1X.(tl) f dt2/t21X.(t2) ... f dtn/tn 1X.(tn)[y]n 
• 1" 1" 1" 

"" [loglog(m~/A2)/loglog(,u2/A2W[Ynn!, where y is propo.rtional to the color fac
tors derived above, and accounts for integration over longitudinal kinematic parameters 
for the exchanges (cf., e.g., [66J». Summing the contributions from all possible numbers of 
exchanged gluons [F54] then gives a correction factor "" [1X.(m~)/1X.Cu2)]-9WI/(33-2F): 

this suggests that the 1L1/1 = 3/2 su ~ ud amplitude is suppressed with respect to the 
ILlII = 1/2 amplitude by a factor "" [1X.(m~)/1X.(,u2W/(33-2F) "" [1X.(m~)/1X.(,u2)]0.4. Lack of 
knowledge regarding the infrared cutoff fl-2 prevents a satisfactory quantitative conclusion 
from this result. Taking 1Xs(,u2) "" 1, it suggests IA3/2(su ~ ud)I/IA1 / 2 (su ~ ud)1 '" 0.3-0.5. 
This estimate was based solely on a leading log approximation in which successive gluon 
.exchanges are assumed (statistically) independent. To improve the approximation one must 
account for interference between successive emissions. The color factors for the correspond
ing diagrams (which involve, e.g., crossed gluon "rungs") exhibit no simple behavior in 
the relevant color llymmetric and antisymmetric channels (even in the limit Nc ~ co): 
an explicit calculation of all contributing diagrams is thus required [F55]. Having considered 
the process su ~ ud, it is a matter of crossing to apply the results to the processes s ~ uiid 

and sd-~ uii,sii ~ dii of Figs. 4(a, b): perturbative QeD corrections should again provide 
some enhancement of ILlII = 1/2 over ILlII = 3/2 terms. 

It is at present not possible to make a convincing quantitative conclusion on the 
<>rigin of the isospin dependence of K decay rates. Three qualitative phenomena nevertheless 
suggest effects in the observed direction, but each alone is probably not of a sufficient 
magnitude. First, any contributions from Fig. 4(c) must be pure ILlII = 1/2, and thus 
tend to enhance this component over ILl/I= 3/2 and semileptonic decays. Second, final 
state strong interactions in the :rc:rc systems produced by the decays may depend on the 
final :rc:rc isospin in such a way as to enhance ILlII = 1/2 tdecays relative to ILlII = 3/2 · 
ones. Third, gluon eXGhange effects at distances '" 1 /mw as estimated by a leading log 
.approximation probably provide some enhancement of ILlII = 1/2 over ILlII = 3/2 am
plitudes. 

Weak hyperon decays in many respects parallel kaon decays. The only nonleptonic 
baryon decays (except [J- ~ E:rc:rc), allowed by phase space constraints are B ~ B':rc, 
while of semileptonic decays, only !J ~ B'l'll have been observed. No meaningful quanti
tative conclusions on the relative sizes of the nonleptonic and semileptonic decay amplitudes 
may be drawn from comparisons between the.measured rates for the two-body decays 
B ~ B':rc and the three-body decays B ~ B'l'll (very naive estimates based on matrix 
dements uniform in available phase space and scaled by mB indicate that the amplitudes 
are equal to within an order of magnitude, with that for nonleptonic decays often the 
·smaller). Semileptonic hyperon decays are presumably dominated by the process of Fig. 
3(a): their rates are roughly independent of the types of the "spectator" quarks in the 
initial and final baryons (except through the initial and final wavefunction factors). The 

amplitudes for nonleptonic B ~ B':rc decays are of the form B[1X+ {Jys]B':rc: the 1X term 
yields s-wave final states, while the fJ term gives p-wave ones, in which the final B' polari-
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zation is opposite to the initial B polarization. The assumption of a pure 1.1/1 = 1/2 
effective weak Hamiltonian yields several relations between the various nonleptonic hyperon 
decay rates (which should hold separately for the s- and p-wave amplitudes). For the 
isoscalar hyperons A and Q, the 1.1/1 = 1/2 assqmption implies the relations rCA ~ pn-) = 
= 2r(A ~ nnO), r(Q ~ EOn"'") = 2r(Q ~ E-nO). Experimentally the first of these 
relations is valid to within ,.., 5%, while from the experimental measurement r(Q ~ 
~ EOn-) ~ (2.39±0.45)r(Q ~ E-nO) it appears that the second is considerably violated, 
implying a 1.1/1 = 3/2 amplitude in this case IA3/zl/IAl/zl ,.., 0.1-0.2. Making the (perhaps 
questionable) assumption that the m!l:trix elements of the effective weak Hamiltonian 
for baryons in the same isomultiplet are related by isospin rotations yields as a further 
consequence of the 1.1/1 = 1/2 transformation of the effective Hamiltonian the relations 
A(E+ -+ nn+)+ ll2-A(E+ ~ pnO) = A(E- ~ n~c) and r(E- ~ An-) = 2r(EO ~ AnO). 
Experimentally, these relations are also violated by at most ,.., 5% in amplitude. (E ~ 
~ En decays are forbidden by energetic constraints). The Lee-Sugawara relation A(A ~ 
~ pn-)+ y'3 A(E+ ~ pnO) = 2A(E- ~ nn-) requires the further assumption that the 
matrix elements of the effective weak Hamiltonian for E states is related to that for E, A 
by an unbroken SU(3)navor rotation. It is again found to be valid experimentally to better 
than 10% (or a factor of 2 for p-wave amplitudes). All nonleptonic hyperon decays may 
receive contributions from the processes s ~ uud (cf., Fig. 4(a)) and sq ~ dq. (cf., Fig. 
4(c)). The W exchange process su ~ ud (cr., Fig. 4(bl)) can give a significant contribution 
only if the initial baryon contains a ("valence") u quark. This mechanism may therefore 
contribute to A, E+ and EO decays, but not to E- ,E- or Q- decays. The observed validity 
of the "1.1/1 = 1/2 rule" relations between E+, E- and EO, E- decay rates mentioned above 
indicates, however, that this mechanism is probably not important, despite encouraging 
estimates made above (and, e.g., [68])). Just as in K decays, the isospin transformation 
properties of the effective w;eak Hamiltonian for hyperon decays should be affected by 
both final state hadronic interactions and by short distance perturbative QCP effects. 
The phase of the B"-+ Bin amplitudes may again be determined by the Bin elastic scatter
ing phase shifts in the relevant s- or p-wave orbital angular momentum state. The modi
fication to the modulus of the B ~ Bin amplitude due to final state hadronic effects is 
incalculable as in the K decay case. Qualitatively, however, it seems likely that B ~ Bin 
will be enhanced by such effects when the Bin interaction is attractive at energies ,.., rnB 
(as revealed by the presence of resonances in the Bin system). (For example, ILlII = 1/2 
dominance in A decays may in part be accounted for by the quantum numbers <1f resonances 
in the Nn system: the 1= 1/2 N or even N* (1470) pole is much closer to rnA than the 
lowest-lying I = 3/2, J = 1/2 resonance .1(1650). However, Q decays should be dominated 
by the E*(1530) pole and thus predominantly 1.1/1 = 1/2, since there are no S = -:2, 
III =1= 1/2 'resonances, whereas experimental measurements mentioned above indicate 
a significant 1.1/1 = 3/2 component). The 'process sq ~ dq analogous to Fig. 4(c) is pure 
ILlII = 1/2, and may be dominant in hyperon decays. The process s ~ uud (analogous 
to Fig. 4(a)) contains both ILlII = 1/2 and ILlII = 3/2 components, as does su ~ ud (cr.. 
Fig. 4(b)). It was shown above that if the udsystem in the final states of these latter processes 

is constrained to transform as a 3" representation under SU(3)e. then the processes are 
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pure ILl!1 = 1/2. In the absence of color interactions (or gluons), this would be achieved 
if the final ud in s -. uud or the initial su in su -. ud were contained in a single baryon 
[69] [F56]. In practice, as discussed above, the colors of the initial (and final) quark states 
at large distances are probably irrelevent: they are arbitrarily modified by radiation of 
very soft gluons. Thus the enhancement of ILl!j = 1/2 over jLl!1 = 3/2 amplitudes in 
hyperon decays should occur through the same effects, and to a roughly equal extent as 
in K decays. 

The treatment of charmed meson decays given above was concerned primarily with 
purely inclusive final states. The rates for charmed meson decays to specific exclusive 
hadron final states presumably exhibit enhancements and suppressions analogous to 
those found in strange P¥ticle decays. The first important source of such modifications 
would be strong interactions between the final state hadrons. As in the case of K decays, 
one may estimate the relative phases of various decay amplitudes using Watson's theorem 
[70]: the probably important effect of final state interactions on the moduli of the decay 
amplitudes remains entirely incalculable. For two (and perhaps three) body final states, 
experimental phase shifts may be used to estimate the phases of the decay amplitudes [70]: 
the effects of these phases alone give numerically-important corrections. For weak decays 
of mesons with masses mM ~ 2 GeV, inelastic final state scatterings render Watson's 
theorem inapplicable to the phase of a particular decay amplitude: as mM -. 00, the random 
phases of the increasing number of contributing scattering amplitudes will presumably 
yield a decreasing phase difference between any two decay amplitudes. Just as in K decays, 
perturbative QCD effects at short distances may 1l,!odify the rates for D decays to hadron 
final states with different transformation properties under interchanges of quark flavors. 
In the process s -. uud, gluon exchanges should enhance final states anti symmetric under 
the interchange u - d, corresponding to ILl!1 = 1/2; similarly, in c --. sud such effects 
should enhance final states anti symmetric under s - u compared to those symmetric 
in this interchange. The magnitude of this effect in D decays should be of the same order 
as in K decays: the infrared cutoff f.l introduced above is determined by the inverse size 
of the initial meson, which is similar for the D and K cases (the effect may be slightly smaller 
in F than in D decays). If such short distance phenomena are the primary cause of ILl!1 = 
= 1/2 enhancement in K decays, then the enhancement of s - u antisymmetric over 
s - u symmetric fi.nal states in D decays' should be by the same large factor. The s _ u 
anti symmetric part of the effective Hamiltonian for D decay transforms as a 6 under 
u, d, s SU(3)F rotations (contained in 20 of SU(4)F); the symmetric part transforms as 
a 15 under SU(3)p (contained iIi 84 of SU(4)p) (e.g,.,[71])). 6 dominance has many conse
quences for exclusive D decay rates (e.g., [72])). For example, all Cabibbo-favored two 

body decays (e.g., D+ --. K.O:rc+) are forbidden. Experimentally (e.g., [25])), such decays 
are observed with branching ratios relative to three-body modes roughly as expected 
from available phase space. Further consequences of 6 dominance for differential widths 
in three-body decay modes await experimental investigation. It seems unlikely, however, 
that the suppression of SU(3)p 15 with respect to SU(3)F 6 amplitudes for D decays will 
be as marked as in K decays. If this is the case, then it indicates that perturbative QCD 
effects connected with symmetries between final state quarks are not particularly significant: 
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the dominance of the 1.111 = 1/2 component in K decays is thus presumably a consequence 
of important contributions from final state hadronic effects and Fig. 4(c). 

Precise predictions even for inclusive decays of Qq (e.g., K, D) mesons are rendered 
impossible by the presence of the light q in the initial state, and the inevitable infrared 
divergences which accompany it. One case in which such difficulties are absent is for 

initial QQ quarkonium states (e.g., 'P, Y; denoted generically C). Weak contributions in 

C decays may arise either through a t":channel W exchange process QQ -+ qq, or via an 

oS-channel Z: QQ -+ Z* -+ qq. The presence of such weak amplitudes may be detected 
through the small parity-violating correlations which they induce [73] by interference 
with the dominant p-conserving electromagnetic or strong amplitude. In a free quark 
approximation, the weak amplitude forC decay is given roughly by IAwk(C -+ q7j)I/IAem(C -+ 

-+ y* -+ q7j)1 ,.., (mc/mw.z)2: for Y, this ratio is 0(2%). When gluon exchange and emission 
effects are included, both weak and electromagnetic amplitudes are modified: however, 
as for Fig. 4(b) above, in the leading log approximation, no O(logmw) terms ~pear in 
the weak amplitude, and the rat~o suffers no large corrections. P violation may induce 
(s.p) :f:. 0 correlations, where s is a spin vector, and p is a three momentum. If longi
tudinally-polarized C are produced by collisions of longitudinally-polarized e+ e- beams, 
then such correlations between the outgoing q (rather than 7j) momentum pq and the C 
spin may occur. (Correlactions between pq and the incoming e- spin are strictly not 
P-violating; however, the P-conserving yy exchange background is negligible on resonance). 
The q momentum direction may be determined statistically by measurement of high
energy n±. For Y, such P-violating weak effects should occur at the 0(10- 3) level, and 

eventually be observable~ For heavier '(e.g., Ii") C states, the effects should be much larger. 
I now comment briefly on radiative ' weak decays. These might occur either through 

single quark decay process such as s -+ dy, or as radiative corrections to the mechanisms 
of Fig. 4. As discussed above in connection with Fig. 4(c), however, the s -+ dy vertex 
vanishes for on-shell photons (up to O(mMmiv»: thus the single quark decay mechanism 
should not be important (it is found to be inadequate phenomenologically [74]). In ra
diative two-body hyperon decays such as E+ -+ py, it seems likely that the process su -+ 

-+duy occurring as a radiative correction to Fig. 4 (b) or 4(c) dominates: the y must have 
energy ,.., m./2, so that the ud are directed opposite to it into the same final baryon. The 
rate for this kinematic configuration is O(a./n) snd small compared to the pure su -+ du 
process (the relevant numeric~l coefficient has not yet been calculated, but is probably 
small). The fact that r(E+ -+ py)/F(E+ -+ Nn) is as large as ~ 10- 3 is thus somewhat 
surprising. Nevertheless, final state hadronic effects are undoubtedly very important in 

such decays, and may largely determine, for example, the ratio of P-violating and 

P-conserving amplitudes (e.g., [75]». If radiative corrections to diagrams analogous to Fig. 
4(c) dominate radiative hyperon decays, then the rates for all possible such decays should 
be similar. However, if radiative corrections to the analogue of Fig. 4(b) are important, 
then the radiative decay rates of E- and Q- should be smaller than those of EO and E+ 
(since Fig. 4(b) cannot contribute in the former baryons). The experimental result that 
F(E- -+ E-y)/F(EO -+ Ay) ;S 0.2 perhaps suggests that the analogue of Fig. 4(b) is 
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indeed important. Radiative decays involving more than two final particles (e.g.,K-+ 
-+ nny) are usually dominated by Bremsstrahlung from the participating hadrons, and 
do not directly probe the weak interaction. 
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FOOTNOTES 

[Fl] Recall that for free Dirac spinors V'I,2 such that 0V'1.2 = ml,2V'I,2, 0I'WI YI'V'2) = (ml -m2)~1V'2' 
while O,.,WIYI'Ys V'l) = (ml+m2)~1V'2. 

- [F2] For massless quarks, r(y· -+ X) = r(w· -+ X) ~ ro (1 +IX.(Q2)/:n:+0(IX;». 
[F3] The upper component of a Dirac spinor gives the amplitude for a fermion to populate. a particular 

spin state; the lower component gives the amplitude for the opposite spin state (- G' "?j/m in the 
nonrelativistic limit): in a bound state wavefunction, the opposite spin of lower components is 
compensated by orbital angular momentum (thereby, e.g., introducing p-wave components into 
a nominally s-wave hydrogen atom level). 

[F4] The relation remains valid to all orders in QCD perturbation theory: it receives O(GI'.GI'V) and 
other corrections from non-perturbative effects. 

[F5] In fact, for a potential of the form V(r)=A(rA)E, !V'(0)12 - [,uA(l+;>]3 /(2+.> (e.g., [9])) with 1/1l = 

= l/ml+l/ml' 

[F6] That is, flimM - V'tV't -V"Yi. For a non-relativistic pair with relative momentum k, V'lV'i -

- (k2/m;)V'tV't. For ultrarelativistic systems, this probably becomes V'IVi: - V'tV't + O(m~/P) 
[11]. (I am grateful to C. Llewellyn Smith for a discussion pn this matter). 

[F7] These results were obtained by numerical solution of Schrodinger's equation, taking m. = 0.5 GeV, 
me = 1.5 GeV and mb = 5 GeV. 

[FS] Box diagrams for M -+ IVI in which a hard virtual photon accompanies the W· apparently also 
suffer helicity suppression [14]. 

[F9] These effective magnetic moments would not exhibit the large isospin violation naively expected 
from O(e/m) magnetic moments. / 

[FlO] The Q charge determines whether W+ or W- are emitted in Q decays: the two possibilities involve 
conjugate quark currents, and exchange the q' and I spectra. The spectra given here assume V-A 
Qq'W* couplings : for a V+A coupling and "W+" emission l/rodro/dx = x(2+3x/2-2x2 ) (e.g., 
[IS])). Note that three-body phase space alone gives l/FodI'o/dx = 2x. 

[Fll] The exact form is given in Ref. [19]), but does not differ significantly from this approximation over 
the whole range of x. Note that the physical picture of gluon emisssions only from the outgoing 
q' is realized for the contributions of explicit Feynman diagrams in an axial gauge with TJ • EG = 0 
and TJIIPo. 

[FI2] This estimate goes far beyond the formal region of applicability of the double log approximation (2). 
[F13] This estimate contains no explicit reference to the prescription used in renormalizing IX .. but assumes 

that 112 ~ m3. The complete O(IX:) form depends on renormalization prescription, and can be obtained 
only by explicit calculation. 

[F14] As discussed above, current conservation (and hence the Ward identity) is violated by the unequal 
quark masses mo # m.,: this violation is nevertheless too soft to affect ultraviolet behavior. 
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[F15] Such a fit is shewn in Ref. [l9] using theO(a ,) lepten spectrum; use ef the higher erder estimate (3) 
changes slightly the eptimal parameters. Nete, hewever, that the statistical quality ef available 
data [25] is as yet quite insufficient to. allew serieus quantitative cemparisen. 

[F16] Even if the initial Q, q were far eff mass shell, the restrictien to. celer singlet initial and final states 
ferbids virtual cerrectiens to. ene gluen emissien and prevents cancellatien <;>f infrared divergences 
frem radiatien ef an arbitrarily seft secend gluen (which weuld cancel if no. celer restrictien were 
impesed). 

[F17] The fermal infrared divergence ef O(IX,) cerrectiens to. celer magnetic mements is presumably re
gularized by the - A2 celer magnetic fields present in the M state [27]. 

[F18] That is, the diagrams ef Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) must be added befere squaring, and the interference 
between the two. mechanisms included. 

[F19] As fer nucleens pre bed by spacelike invariant mass 'Y., the effective partitiening ef energy between 
quark and gluen species in Mdepends en the invariant mass ef the probe used to. measure it. Ty
pically, a large invariant mass p. probe effects a measurement in a shert time - lip., during which 
the constituents may be eff their mass shells by an ameunt ~ p.: they thus radiate with prebabilities 
- leg(p.lm). Here, hewever, p. - mQ, allewing little radiatien, so. that the W· probes the "pri
merdial" M wavefunctien. (In the analegeus case ef nen-Ieptenic decays discussed belew, p. -
- mw, so. that fer mQ 4[ mw significant radiatien may occur). 

[F20] As elsewhere, I assume that no. flaver-changing neutral currents are present. If M is a QQ state. 
then in Fig. 4(b2), the intermediate W· may be replaced by ZO •• 

[F21] The metheds used to. ebtain the guess (2) fer Fig. 3(a) are inapplicable here. 
[F22] , If the preduct momenta are net large eneugh, then there will also. be significant back reactiens 

with the initial Q, etc.: fer small eutgeing velecities v, these medify the tetal rate by a facter -1 + 
+2nIX,lv+ .... 

(F23] With charge 2/3, -1/3 quarks, it is net pessible fer q' and ql in Q ... q'qlq2 to. p.ave the same flaver_ 
Nete that all q preduced by . W interactiens are left-handed, and are therefere in the same helicity 
state. 

[F24] Statements to. the centrary in the literature result frem neglect ef seft gluens frem the initial M. 
That such gluens must be present may fermally-be seen frem the fact that they are required to. cancel 
infrared divergences associated with the massless inceming q. 

[F25] Assuming that enly the "valence" q is present in a given M state. The large W mass samples the M 
at very shert distances, at which significant "sea" qq pairs may be present: their effects will be men
tiened belew. 

[F26] Only if the invariant mass ef the W· extracted frem Itp(OW were varied weuld calculable correctiens 
to. 1'1'(0)12 result (as essentially eccurs fer the Drell-Yan proces~). 

(F27] In the semileptenic case ef Fig. 2(b), coler' censervatien fermally required two. gluens to. be emitted 
«Qq) -+ GGW·), altheugh ene ef the gluens ceuld be arbitrarily seft, and may be subsumed int() 
the initial M wavefunctien. Two. gluen emissien is also. fermally required in Fig. 4(b2). In Fig. 4(bl), 
hewever, celer may be censerved with enly ene gluen emissien. Nevertheless, as discussed fer 
Fig. 2(b), the presence ef initial seft gluens undeubtedly renders these differences irrelevant. 

[F28] In this nenleptenic process, there exist further diagrams, net present fer Fig. 2(b), in which gluens 
are exchanged in parallel with the W·. As discussed abeve, these are absent· at O(IX,). Analegy with 
'Y. W* "bex diagram" centributiens to. M ... Iv suggests that they are always negligible. 

[F29] This is a cempenent ef the manifestly gauge invariant ferm - MS(Jp.FP·d, where FP' = qPA'
-q' AP+gs[AP, A'] is the gluen field strength. This interactien also. induces O(g~)s ... dGG decays 
with an amplitude related to. the magnetic mement s -+ dG decays discussed here. 

[F30] Since the M are taken to. have spin 0, the directiens ef the M and M decay preducts are uncer
related: the <H,> therefere ebey linear superpesitien, and <H,> fer an M1M2 final state is given 
simply by [31] <H,> = 1/4«Hl>+<Hl». 

[F31] That this is finite and centains no. O(Ieg(mw» terms is evident frem the absence ef a pessible coun- , 
terterm fer it in the eriginal Lagrangian. Nete that s ... dG ceuld invelve net enly a magnetic dipele 
term - s(Jp.qPe·d. but also. an eiectric dipele term - s'Y5(Jp.qPe·d. This is net T-vielating (as 
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"jiYs(1l'.ql'e'p. would be) because the sand d are distinct and have different masses. (Recall that 
while a nonzero static electric dipole moment requires Tviolation, transition electric dipole moments 
do not: hence, for example, a molecule can effectively have an electric dipole moment through electric 
dipole transitions between its closely-spaced rotational levels). The coefficient of the EI term is 
constrained by equations of motion to be -(m.-m4)/(m.+m4) times the MI term: the ratio of 
the EI to MI terms determines the magnitude of P violation in a s -> dG decay, and thus the angular 
correlation of the G momentum with respect to the initial s spin direction. 

(F32] Recall that Fig. 4(c) yields b -> sG while Fig. 4(a) gives b -> cW*. Failure to observe b -+ sG at 
the 0(20"/0) level would provide an upper limit - mil' on the t quark mass. The generation of m, 
from spontaneous symmetry breakdown in the standard Weinberg-Salam model requires m, ~ 
~y3mw. 

{F33] Similar effects may occur in the presence of instanton background fields. In an operator product 
expansion analysis they would presumably appear through operators (e.g., proportional to F.F) 
which vanish in perturbation theory. 

IF34] This form is only valid for "m~" ~ m~: the contribution of intermediate quarks with mQ ~ mil' 
is presumably O(mQ/mw). 

1 

'[F35] The exact F(k2) may be written in the Feynman parametric form (gs/161C2)fdxx(1-x)log([m~
o 

-q2x(l- x)]/[m;- q2x(1- x))). 
lF36] The gauge invariant form of the s -+ dG *amplitude is syl'dDFt", where D. = a. - igG, is a covariant 

derivative, and Fl" is the gluon field strength tensor. The QCD equations of motion relate the amplitu
de for the virtual gluon to the amplitude forits source: D. Fl" =gsJI' = gs ~ q,ypq,. (These equations 

; 
of motion are respected to all orders in ordinary perturbation theory; they are modified by semi
classical (e.g., instanton) effects). Thus s -+ dG* may always be considered as qs -+ dq or s -+ dqq. 
Note that processes such as s -+ dGG, where the virtual G* "decays" into GG, do not occur at this 
order. 

tF37] This conclusion may also be reached by applying the equation of motion qLqR = qLaqL/(m.+m,) 
(cf., [FI) [42]. 

,[F38] The complete formula for the exchanged k 2 in the process ab -+ cd with a, b at rest is k 2 = (m. ml + 
+mbm;-m.m~-m!mb)/(m.+mb) (,;;; 0). 

IF39] The absence of additional forms for the sq -+ dq interaction is evident from the derivation of the 
minimal operator basis (with dimension ,;;; 6 so as not to incur additional l/m~ factors) for such 
processes in Ref. [37]. (An explicit diagrammatic verification is given in Ref~ [44]). Note that formal 
operator product expansion analyses indicate mixing of gauge invariant sq -+ dq operators "into" 
additional gauge noninvariant operators (explicit calculations require gauge noninvariant coun
terterms): these operators give no contribution because their matrix elements between on-shell 
physical (gauge invariant) states vanish [45]. The removal of some possible operators contributing 
to sq -+ dq requires application of equations of motion (e.g., Dq = m.q). These equations are valid 
to all orders in perturbation theory: however, with a modified vacuum state (e.g., an instanton), 
they are altered. ' 

{F40} If mo -=F 0, one might expect that (as in QED) all infrared divergences should cancel. The calculation 
of Ref. [46} on a process similar to the one considered here suggests that this cancellation may not 
occur in QCD. 

{F41} Such weak decays are only significant if at least the lowest-lying baryon containing some heavy 
quark Q is below threshold for a strong decay into a meson containing Q and a light baryon. This 
condition is well satisfied for A and Ac(2.1). Simple pictures suggest that the effective cons~ituent 
masses of u, d will enforce this condition for any flavor Q. 

£F42} The wavefunction at the origin (squared) for a three-body system bound by harmonic forces differs 
from that for a two body system bound by the same forces by only a factor 3/4. 

[F43} Early reports of F* -> Fy from DASP were not substantiated by Mark II results, while recent Crystal 
Ball results also fail to exhibit the increase in inclusive T} production at ys ;::; 4 GeV expected 
from FE production and decay. 
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[F44J Figures 4(a, b) yield decays D -> sqqq, sq (q = u, d), rather than D -> sqss. A recent report [35] 
of DO -> KO. with a branching ratio of a few percent (comparable to that of D -> Kn) is thus surpris

ing. (Strong decays of low-lying meson resonances very rarely produce Ki( or • except from valence 
s, s in the initial state). 

[F4S] The two candidate F decays in the emulsIon experiment [51] were F- -> n+n-n-no and F+ -> 

-> Jt+n+n- KO. Hadronic F production is reported with the decay modes F -> 1]3n and 1]5n {54], 

but KKx or +X final states are probably suppressed for experimental reasons. There is a very slight 
indication of F -> +Ko in e+ e- annihilation {53]; if, in fact, such modes dominated the lack of an 
increase in 1] production could be accounted for. 

[F46] All mechanisms in Fig. 4 contribute equally to these decays (in tht: relevant local limit m" -> 00): 
the process ds -> GG through Fig. 4(c) (which could contribute for KO but-not K+) is probably 
unimportant. 

[F47] For decay to n massless particles distributed uniformly in available phase space, r. = 16n2 /[(4n)2' 
(n- 2) !(n-I) !]ro (the mass parameters appearing in matrix elements for different n are taken 
to be simply the total decaying particle mass). ~CAC estimates suggest that the relevant mass 
parameters should instead be "'" m,,). 

[F48] Time reversal invariance (valid to 0(10\" 3» requires all weak amplitudes for K -> nn to be relatively 
real. Imaginary parts may, however, be introduced by strong reinteractions between the outgoing 
on-shell pions. The amplitude "'" e f " for elastic m:r scattering attains its imaginary component via 
unitarity through on-shell propagation of n between successive strong interactions. Such final state 
interactions determine the relative phase of the 1= 0 and 1= 2 amplitude for K -> nit (e.g., [59D). 
Their effect on the absolute magnitudes of these amplitudes is not calculable. 

[F49] An example of this effect is the Gamow/Sommerfeld factor (nlX/v)/[I-exp( -nIX/v)] which accounts 
for Coulemb interactions between outgoing charged particles (with relative velocity v). Reinteractions 
between on-shell final particles can give only phase factors (by unitarity): in the Coulomb case 
the relevant phase shift is divergent by virtue of the infinite range of the Coulomb interactions. 

[FSO] The original suggestion of such an effect was made in Ref. [01] in the context of the operator product 
expansion. The necessary anomalous dimensions were then computed in Ref. [62]. 

[FSl] In the physically-irrelevant case of Bose quarks with no color degree of freedom, the symmetry of 
the total ud wavefunction allows only a IIfl = 0 final state, and implies zero ILlII = 3/2 amplitude [63]. 

[F52] If the initial qq are externally constrained to lie in a color 3 rather than 6 state, then ILlII = 3/2 
su -> ud processes are forbidden. This is perhaps the case, as discussed below, when the initial su 
come from a single baryon. 

[F53] These results may easily be derived using the direct methods of Ref. [64]. Alternatively, one may 
write the color part of the amplitude as TrJ T:" where the TrJ are representative matrices for SU(N) •. 
Then the SU(N) Fierz identity gives [65] TrJT:, = 1/2[c5Jkc5u-l/Nc5IJc5td: taking the parts of 
this product symmetric and antisymmetric under i +4 k yields the required result. 

[F54] In a complete treatment of, say, KO decay, one must also account for processes such as sd -> GG -> 

-> uii and uli -> GG -> ':Iii, although these give no qualitative modification to the results. In an operator 
product expansion analysis, they correspond to "mixing" of operators under renormalization" 
Through such effects the "sea quark" content of the initial meson is accounted for. 

(F55] Such a calculation is apparently underway [67]. 

[F56] To obtain an SU(3).] qqq system, each qq pair must transform as a f 
/ 
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CJIABbIE PACTIA,lJ;bI 

Pe310Me , 
CJla6ble paCna.n;bI CTpaHHbIX, ruapMoBbIX H 60Jlee TH>KeJlbIX MeSOHOB 06CY>K,!J;aIOTCH B PllMl<a:JC 

KBaBTOBOH XPOMO.n;RHaMHKR. 
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Streszczenie 

W ramach chromodynamiki kwantowej przedyskutowano rozpady mezon6w dziwnych. powabnycb 
i mezon6w ci~i:szych. 
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